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a b s t r a c t
Johannesburg is changing. The council and other managing bodies are taking positive 
steps for the inclusion of a functioning public transport system. It is a system that is 
long overdue and one that which will have resonating effects for the city. This thesis 
will explore the changes that the new transport initiative may encourage. Focusing 
on the portion of road between the nodes of Rosebank and Illovo in Johannesburg’s 
northern suburbs, the study will analyse Oxford Road as an essential thread in the 
transportation system. Without the relevant design intervention the road runs the risk 
of becoming a pedestrian-unfriendly mobility route, akin to that of a highway, hostile 
and volatile in setting. The study aims to resist this by exploiting the effects of the 
public transport system, using them as a means of providing physical and visual form 
to the public realm and placing an emphasis on a comfortable and usable pedestrian 
environment.
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0.0 introduction
The basis of this thesis is rooted in a personal interest in the city as a complex, 
overlapping series of visible and invisible networks and the absolute dependency 
on the connections between the cities regions, elements, characters and identities 
for the city to function as a whole. Its changes and flux, and the obvious shift from 
tradition to modernity, is of most interest to me as the activity of mapping and noting 
these transformations is something I have long enjoyed.
Modernity has linked mobility elements such as streets, avenues, boulevards or 
highways with the relevance of these connections. In his book, Allan B. Jacobs, 
a world renowned urban designer, describes the road as a component that ‘gives 
structure and comprehension to the whole city’ (1993:35). Therefore, the quality of 
these structural connections is of importance to the overall picture of ‘the city’. 
The introduction of new modes of public transport with the city’s Gautrain project 
and the expected Rea Vaya Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project means that these 
connections, whether social and physical (the streets and roads themselves), are 
to be put under significant strain. This thesis will aim to combat excess pressure on 
the connective networks while at the same time, exploit the opportunities which may 
arise with the new system and improve the public realm, desirability and comfort level 
of the area by using normative principles of design.
fig 0.1 Johannesburg, the largest city in South Africa 
and the largest economic hub in Sub-Saharan Africa, is 
located inland at the north of the country. Oxford Road, the 
area of study, is positioned within the wealthiest regions 
of the city (‘b’ and ‘e’) as highlighted in the diagram.
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An analysis and study of one of Johannesburg’s (fig 0.1) characteristic historic 
movement routes, Oxford Road between Rosebank and Illovo, will provide the tools 
for understanding the city and its connections. Dealing with positive and negative 
changes which may occur with the new public transport systems which run along this 
strip and exploring the possibilities of improving the efficiency of the road through its 
social and economic elements; The study will more specifically focus on the portion 
of road which lies between Glenhove Road, near the anticipated Rosebank Gautrain 
Station, and Corlett Drive in Illovo, marked its flanking retail buildings (fig 0.2).
The existing portion of road lacks architectural continuity. There is no flow between 
built fabric and/or individual sites. It is of importance to create a continuous strip 
of street which thrives and is suitable as a public space and is able to cater for the 
new BRT system as well as existing modes of transport and social interaction. The 
intention is that my final building choice and design will represent (in appearance and 
function) a unifying focus so that ‘site’ may become ‘place’ (Norberg-Schulz in Nesbitt 
1996:422).
This thesis will regard the strip of road as a fabric which requires ‘stitching’ in order 
to function optimally. This ‘weaving’ will be a mélange of intertwined layers of activity 
that link and lie between the nodes of action in the creation of an ‘existential foothold’ 
(Nesbitt 1996:429) – a place that can be experienced as meaningful. In so doing, the 
road will assume roles other than mobility route and acquire the deeper functions of 
contextualisation, heightening experiences, reconstructing meaning, value and an 
genuine sense of place, ‘Genius Loci’ to its users.The thesis may be more simply 
explained as a study concerned with disconnected spaces which lie between 
established nodes. These spaces are to be enhanced with the creation of public 
space with a special interest in the pedestrian environment.
By discovering what Oxford Road (with its planned transport network) ‘wants to be’, I intend for my building design 
(within the thread) to be apposite in a manner that is exciting, appropriate and practical relative to commuters, residents 
and users of the road.
0.1 introduction to issues
The initial interest in the study was based on four basic issues. The issues may be 
seen as tools of analysis in the research process and general understanding of the 
city as a whole and Oxford Road as an incidence upon which to test these issues and 
generate an appropriate architectural response.
The issues are: 
•   Architecture defining Movement
•   Urban Space and Disconnection
•   The Changing City 
•   The Street as more than just Mobility Route.
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architecture defining movement  
Cities are in part, the culmination of movement. Intersections and/or nodes of activity 
(spurred by movement patterns and traffic intensity) begin to acquire physical form 
(fig 0.5). The physical form (the architecture) is the publication of the city. Movement 
is thus the underlying structure of the city and streets a tangible manifestation of 
this (fig 0.6). Jacobs confirmed this by saying ‘the street is movement’ (1993:4). 
Streets and their inherent structuring abilities are also orientation devices which 
when combined with historical, economical, political and social systems help create 
a legible understanding of the city.
Movement patterns of the city may be those of people or vehicles. The patterns they 
produce would be as a result of intensity, speed and regularity. This is the rhythm of 
the city and ultimately what allows it to function. The rhythm has an effect on the city 
through its insistence to a response from architecture – which needs to accommodate 
this movement (fig 0.7). The structure, form and design of highways, the ultimate 
portrayal of movement, are a direct result of the movement they are intended to carry. 
Vehicles demand space within which they can function properly, this space is as fluid 
and automated as the vehicles themselves (Wachs 1992:82). It is therefore clear 
that city architecture should consciously respond and accommodate the movement 
that shapes its form and function. The purpose of the city is not, however, to purely 
accommodate traffic and vehicles. While pragmatism and efficiency is of utmost 
importance in the functioning of the city it is of more consequence to understand 
that at its basis, the city serves people and accommodates life. The element of time 
suggests that the city is in a constant state of flux – a constant state of movement 
and progress and one may conclude that where change exists, there too one should 
expect to find movement.
fig 0.5
fig 0.6
fig 0.7
urban space and disconnection
Urban space is largely dependant on place-making for it to function optimally. A 
community’s physical form, rather than its land uses, is its most intrinsic and enduring 
characteristic. Thus, a highly disconnected strip would dilute the meaning, identity 
and character of the place. Urban open space has, in the past, received considerably 
less attention than built material. 
Roger Trancik, urban designer, environmental planner and landscape architect, 
perceives this problem as a lack of understanding of the value of urban space 
and just how essential it is for a city to function. He suggests that the dilemma is a 
misunderstanding of urban design – where built material is seen as being isolated 
and not as part of the greater urban environment (1986:1). This division between 
certain city elements results in the disconnected characteristics that many modern 
cities acquire. 
Disconnectedness is the result of modern planning partitioning human life into isolated 
functions (Trancik 1986:219). By doing this, planning gives each function its own 
solution, with separate areas allocated for each, eg. the street, the park, the shopping 
mall etc. This disregard for the inter-relationships between city and user result in the 
inhabitants becoming alienated from their surroundings. Therefore, there must be a 
woven, intertwined mesh of functions, places and users for the city to gain cohesive 
qualities that allow for meaningful human relationships with the environment and 
which will consequently enhance meaningful human experience.fig 0.8 Modern planning and lack of urban consideration has 
resulted in built fabric being isolated - and seldomly considered 
as part of its greater urban environment. This ‘disconnectedness’ 
is evident in the partitioning of oxford road into areas of function.
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The changing city
As previously implied, the issues of movement and change are implicitly connected. 
Although separate issues, they are inextricably linked in their motivation. The 
constant social, economic, political dynamics of a city mean that although it is rarely 
evident, the city is in a continuous state of change. People, vehicles, commerce and 
enterprise, the users of the city, are themselves constantly shifting. It is often difficult 
to see the material changes of a city when the physical fabric may, and frequently 
does, outlive its users.
The city of Johannesburg has itself been through many fundamental changes, 
beginning with its start as a mining tent town and its subsequent metamorphosis 
in to a metropolis (fig 0.9) through various and opposing political dispensations. 
Historical change, as a result of the collapse of regimes or purely through time, 
decay or technological advancements, is important to note. History, of the city and 
built material, can be seen to be the referencing system of our past and may help 
to anchor inhabitants to the living city and make manifest the layers of alteration 
and development. Architecture whether acclaimed or otherwise, is our built memory, 
a legacy (Roth 1998:136). Fundamental changes and with them the removal and 
demolition of built fabric mean that in many cases and areas of the city, history and 
collective memory have either been removed, revised or sanitised. The elimination 
of architecture can be seen as something akin to “performing an incremental cultural 
lobotomy” (Roth 1998:136). Where this memory has been seen to be removed and 
where a void of significance then exists, a revised identity and a new meaning must 
be created. Architecture should aim to understand the (sometimes invisible) substrata 
of historic change over time and convey it in a process of restoration.
With the introduction of the City of Johannesburg’s new public transport systems 
comes an endless list of elemental transformations – the change through 
technological advancement, the change of place; change in atmosphere, 
and practical changes of size; accommodation and security. It is important 
with the replacement of built fabric and the introduction of new architecture, 
that the theme of memory is captured. Assurance must be given that a newly 
transformed place is a layer in the history of that place and not act as an 
erasure of any existing memories. 
from mining camp...
to corrugated town...
to metropolis
Movement as a catalyst for development. Once a built fabric 
structure established architecture starts exercising its power to 
mould movement and direction. 
0.9a (Van Rensburg 1986:30)
0.9b (Van Rensburg 1986:34)
0.9c (Tillim 2005:01)
fig 0.9a
fig 0.9b
fig 0.9c
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fig 0.10 A street in Brugge, Belgium showing the street being 
shared by pedestrians, transit, cyclists and private vehicles 
(after http://www.pps.org)
the street as more than just mobility route
“Continually I return to an awareness of the large proportion of urban developed 
land that is devoted to the street and to the understanding that the purpose of 
the street is much more than to get from one place to another. Streets, more 
than anything else, are what make the public realm. They are the property of 
the public and are under direct public control… If we do right by our streets we 
can in large measure do right by our city as a whole – and therefore, and most 
importantly, by its inhabitants” (Jacobs 1993:314).
The street is not just a space for mobility and vehicular movement. It has the ability to 
perform in a variety of ways and must be seen as a public utility.  Not only do streets 
operate with the primary function of communication they also allow its users freedom 
and access to property, moderate form, structure and comfort, and they can afford or 
deny light, air and shade and may enhance certain nodes, edges and areas (Jacobs 
1993:2). Streets thus are powerful entities with the ability to be great or poor – and 
have a resounding effect on bordering territory. 
“Streets provide us with the essential freedom of movement on which city life 
depends. They make and reveal the city. But in a rush to connect, we have 
ignored their other functions. Should we not reinvent the street to reflect the 
reality of mixed uses?” (Kevin Lynch & Steve Carr in Trancik 1986:70)
fig 0.12 Photographs of street condition along Oxford Road
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Although in many cities there exists the problem of congested streets and traffic 
ridden highways some cities, having been planned for people and places, prioritise the 
pedestrian over the vehicle. Barcelona with its ramblas (fig 0.11a), the Netherland’s 
woonerf (fig 0.11b.c) and Bologna’s arcades (fig 0.11d) are testimony to the power 
of the street as more than simply a transportation conduit. Many cities are beginning 
to acknowledge this notion and have implemented ways or resisting sprawl and 
promoting walkability and the pedestrian. It is hoped that by making the pedestrian 
comfortable and walking desirable, people will be tempted to retire their cars in favour 
of new transport systems.
Prior  to vehicles and motorised transport the street was to be considered the place of 
most importance in a city - an area to meet, a location to be seen and a route through 
nodes of activity. The street often fulfilled the ‘town square’ function of a city and was 
treated as an outdoor ‘living room’ and public forum.
The comparison to a living room is not a far-fetched notion. Streets may be defined 
as the places of social and commercial encounter and exchange (Jacobs 1993:4) 
and being a portion of the public realm become the location for the interplay of human 
activity with physical space. Human activity and physical space are dependant on 
one another and cannot be separated easily. Streets therefore become the settings 
for the activities that bring humans together and subsequently they are more than 
pure mobility routes. As Jacobs summarises it:
 “The best are as joyful as they are utilitarian. They are entertaining and they are 
open to all. They permit anonymity at the same time as individual recognition. 
They are symbols of a community and of its history; they represent a public 
memory. They are places for escape and for romance, places to act and to 
dream. On a great street we are allowed to dream; to remember things that 
may never have happened and to look forward to things that, maybe, never will” 
(1993:11).
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public transport initiatives
Transport in Johannesburg has traditionally been a complicated affair with commuters 
unable to get from one point to another without first being transported to the city 
centre (fig 0.13). This results in a transport process which is comprised of convoluted 
routes, often effecting and lengthening commute time.
With the propagation of the suburbs and the dissemination of city centre inhabitants 
to the peripheries of the town more and more people began to use private transport 
in the form of cars. Those who were left to use and deal with the inefficient public 
transport system were usually poor and had no other options but to settle for the 
mishmashed transport system. The inadequacy of the system and the effect it had 
on production and economic and social growth was evident. 
Looking to international precedent in cities such as New York, London and Tokyo, it 
was decided that the best solution to Gauteng’s transport muddle would be found in 
a rapid-rail link network (Gautrain) and a supporting bus rapid transit (BRT) system.
In February 2000 the Gautrain project was announced and in 2006 the proposal for 
the Rea Vaya BRT system followed. Along with these schemes came a proposition 
to discourage urban sprawl and the notion of suburbia in favour of centralised nodes 
which would integrate many activities and user needs.
fig 0.13 A simple commute from Soweto to one of Johannesburg’s 
economic activity nodes is complicated by first having to pass 
through the CBD.
gautrain rapid rail link
The Gautrain (fig 0.15) dismisses the idea that a commuter must first travel to the 
city centre before being redirected to their desired location. The rail comprises of two 
lines, a link between Johannesburg and Pretoria as well as an airport link which will 
take commuters direct to OR Tambo International Airport (fig 0.16).
There will be three anchor stations with several intermediary stations (including the 
Rosebank Station). It is expected that commute time will drop significantly and the 
efficiency and ease with which commuters are expected to travel on the Gautrain will 
make it an attractive alternative to the use of private vehicles.
The objectives, outlined by the Gauteng Provincial Government (GPG), place an 
emphasis placed on ease and accessibility though active and desirable pedestrian 
environments that will encourage people to utilise the Gautrain. Improved mobility 
and pedestrian comfort coupled with the GPG’s restructuring and redevelopment 
plans will see the reinforcement of existing nodes and the intention that the Gautrain 
project may act as a catalyst with revitalising and regenerating effects on the city’s 
activity nodes.
fig 0.16 First stage of the Gautrain route: 
JOHANNESBURG - OR TAMBO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
- PRETORIA 
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rea vaya bus rapid transit system
The bus rapid transit (BRT) system (fig 0.17) is a transport method which has been 
used extensively internationally. It is a system whereby buses in dedicated lanes on 
exisiting mobility (trunk) routes (fig 0.18), are used to transport commuters from one 
area to the next in a system which is simple, inexpensive and efficient.
Smaller buses will transport people from feeder routes through to the main BRT 
stations and thus, the Rea Vaya BRT network will extend far beyond the major trunk 
routes, offering a superior service to those who may not live within walking distance 
of the stations.
As with the Gautrain, the BRT aims to increase the density in the immediate surrounds 
of the stations with the aim for economic development in and around the areas of 
operation. It is therefore important that the system is able to convince people to 
abandon their cars in favour of the public transport modes. It is only through attractive 
and improved pedestrian and public environments that this will happen. Thus, the 
street and the areas surrounding the stations are of as much importance as the 
efficiency of the BRT system itself. 
The stations will be spaced 500 metres apart (equivalent to a 5 minute walk) so as to 
encourage interaction with the environment. Proposed land uses aim to densify the 
station’s surrounding areas and offer users a variety of activity.fig 0.18 Rea Vaya (BRT) Route - Full Phase 01 (to be completed in 2013).
‘I am the
space,
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where I am...’ 
– Noel Arnaud (poet) 
(in Pallasmaa 1996:46)
space,
0.2 introduction to site
The specifics of the site – its issues, challenges and the architectural response it 
requires – will be tackled in detail further on in this document. However, it is at this 
point that I wish to introduce you to the site and offer a brief opening to the strip of 
Oxford Road, which lies between Rosebank with its expected Gautrain station, and 
Illovo, marked by Corlett Drive and the neighbouring shops (fig 0.20). As well as lying 
between these two upmarket suburbs, the street also marks the border between 
Johannesburg’s regions ‘b’ and ‘e’ – the central and most economically strong regions 
in the city (fig 0.19).
Having lived in the Rosebank area my whole life, I feel as though I understand its 
rhythms and beats, recognise that my world and thoughts are inextricably linked with 
it and that, unconsciously, I feel as though living in the area has shaped a concrete 
understanding of the qualities of the suburb, and its surrounding areas. With the 
proximity to Rosebank Mall, Zoo Lake and other open green spaces, I have observed 
it, walked it, used it, touched it and smelt it. I have seen the area before sunrise and 
been there to admire the sunsets. I have followed the light changes through the day 
and marked the shadow changes through the seasons. I have seen people move in the 
area and move out of the area. I have seen homes replaced with businesses and the 
growth of shops into malls. The area has, despite its development and transformation, 
always remained pedestrian friendly and its accessibility and ‘walkability’ accounts 
for its growth over the last two decades.
fig 0.20 
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The study is highly relevant in light of the reality of the transport projects and the 
unquestionable impact and effect that they will have on the area and its immediate 
surrounds. 
Transport projects place an emphasis on mobility, efficiency and most of all the speed 
at which a commuter may get from one point to another. Thus, the basic and primary 
interest of the transport industry runs contrary to the experience of place, where 
people are expected to spend time acquainting themselves with their surroundings 
and becoming familiar with what the public realm may offer them. It becomes evident 
that the points of intersection between commuter and pedestrian, train stations and 
bus stops, are the areas which may offer this person-environment connection most 
explicitly. In cities with established transport systems, such as London, Paris, New 
York, this is manifest in the activity which takes place at these nodes of intersection 
and importance – with retail, hotel and public buildings being situated close by so as 
to take full advantage of this vibrancy.
Preserving the nature of the strip, Oxford Road – which runs as a mobility vein 
through the city from Braamfontein to Sunninghill is the first port of call. The street 
need not promote simply a mobility route (as it currently does) but rather provide an 
exceptional opportunity for allowing public activity to appropriate the environment and 
interact directly with the new public transport systems.fig 0.19 
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By discovering what Oxford Road (with its planned transport network) ‘wants to be’, I intend for my building design 
(within the thread) to be apposite in a manner that is exciting, appropriate and practical relative to commuters, residents 
and users of the road.
fig 0.22a 
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2.0 chapter two - theory
In order to gain a true understanding of cities, their functioning and the themes they 
touch on to make them most efficient, comfortable and suitable for human life, I have 
researched theories and theorists which deal with the city as a whole and focus on 
different elements of the ‘ideal city’. The city is the pivotal, central theme with which 
the following theories are concerned and consequently there is unavoidable overlap 
in many ways. Through the study of each I hope to be able to gain a set of spatial 
principles which will assist me in my own design and tackling of the issue of city and 
the scale of urbanity.
The theorists, all major contributors to studies of ‘the city’ and their theories are as 
follows: 
Christian Norberg-Schulz: Phenomenology and the concept of Genius Loci – leading 
directly to a study of Critical Regionalism (Alexander Tzonis, Liane Lefaivre and 
Kenneth Frampton), which uses contextual forces to counter ‘placelessness’ and 
lack of meaning in Modern Architecture.
Kevin Lynch: Theory of Place
Nikos Salingaros: Theory of the Urban Web 
Roger Trancik: Finding Lost Space and the Genius Loci
Marc Augé: Notion of Non-Place
The studies are chronological in that they trace my initial thought process. The 
impetus to express a ‘spirit of place’ when designing and re-designing the portion of 
Oxford Road is something I hope to achieve through the exploration into principles 
of professionals who have had similar desires in the past. It is my hope that their 
experience, knowledge and, ultimately, ideologies may serve my study as the 
application and enabling tools I use in the actual manipulation of the street. Lynch, 
Salingaros and Trancik distil their theories into a set of principles which they feel are 
the essence of urbanism as well as architecture and give them the ability to achieve 
what Norberg-Schulz, architect and philosopher, calls the ‘existential foothold’, the 
aptitude to give space meaning and the need for such sense to exist.
Genius Loci, Phenomenology and Critical Regionalism all serve to reinforce the idea 
of ‘place’ and consign a strong emphasis on the meaning, which is inherent in the 
word ‘place’. They mark the differences between ‘space’ and ‘place’, where ‘space’ is 
seen to be devoid of meaning. 
The counter argument, which has been disputed by anthropologist Marc Auge and 
architects such as Rem Koolhaas, is that of ‘non-place’. ‘Non-place’ is that space 
where no organic social life is possible and to which all people are connected. These 
are the spaces modernity has forced people to spend a significant amount of time 
in. These are in-between spaces of airports, supermarkets and simply sitting in front 
of computers – they are  everywhere and nowhere, and although they appear to be 
devoid of meaning they offer the user a profound alteration of awareness.
This line of reasoning, (while being one I will not take), is nevertheless a counter 
argument of most importance and being so, it is one that will be dealt with and explained 
in conclusion of those theories that promote the notion of space with meaning.
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2.1 phenomenology + the concept of the genius loci                                           
christian norberg-schulz
In an architectural environment there are many elements vying for the interest of the 
user – these elements (or phenomena) may be ‘concrete’, which consist of people, 
animals, earth, locations, streets and buildings. They may also consist of the changes 
in time, season or day as well as less tangible concepts of feeling and/or emotion. 
Concrete phenomena may be said to be the ‘content of our existence’ – they are that 
which are experienced by man in his everyday life (Nesbitt 1996:414). ‘Data’ based 
concepts – of science and of numbers – are abstract phenomena which are tools 
which man has constructed to serve the purpose of dealing with non-everyday life.
The philosophy of phenomenology is considered to be the study of the ‘return to 
things’.  The phenomenological consideration of architecture has displaced post-
modern ideas of formalism and the consequence of all-important scientific knowledge 
and has instead reiterated the significance of the contemporary sublime and reinstated 
the importance of ‘being’ (Nesbitt 1996:29).
‘The existential purpose of building (architecture) is therefore to make a site become 
a place, that is, to uncover the meanings potentially present in the given environment’ 
(Norberg-Schulz in Nesbitt 1996:422). This quote may lead to the interpretation that 
architecture has the inherent ability to make a world visible by gaining knowledge 
and understanding from the concrete phenomena of a place. There is thus a concern 
with the ‘concretization of existential (experienced) space’ through the concept of 
place-making (Nesbitt 1996:29) which can be achieved through the use of perception 
(an understanding of meaning and experience through the senses) of tectonics, 
materiality, colour, light and shadow and form – all concrete phenomena which 
explain the environment and character of a place and make its essence manifest 
(Nesbitt 1996:414).
‘Architecture is multi-sensory; qualities of matter, space and scale are measured 
equally by the eye, ear, nose, skin, tongue, skeleton and muscle. Architecture 
strengthens the existential experience, one’s sense of being in the world, 
essentially giving rise to a strengthened experience of self. Instead of mere vision, 
or the five classical senses, architecture involves several realms of sensory 
experience which interact and fuse into each other’ (Pallasmaa 1996:28). 
A place is more than simply defined by its location and its environmental character. 
Spirit is central to place and can be seen to be the generative power which sustains a 
place. The Romans believed that all places had a specific spirit which was particular 
to it which gave a place its character, its purpose and power and remained with it 
throughout its lifespan (Nesbitt 1996:422).  Louis Kahn suggested that the genius of 
a place denoted what it was and what it wished to be (Nesbitt 1996:422).  Genius loci 
can, therefore, be defined as the ‘spirit of place’ (Nesbitt 1996:423). People need and 
have always needed to be able to locate themselves within a space (orientation) and 
at the same time be exposed to the essence of a place (identification). This ‘need’ 
is the prerequisite for what Norberg-Schulz terms the ‘existential foothold’ which can 
further be explained as that which allows designers to create the context for everyday 
life while instilling the space with inherent meaning (Corner 1999:9).
‘A place is a space which has distinct character. Since ancient time the genius loci 
(or spirit of a place) has been recognised as a concrete reality man has to face and 
come to terms with in his daily life. Architecture means to visualise the genius loci and 
the task of the architect is to create meaningful places where he helps man to dwell.’ 
(Norberg-Schulz 1979:7)
The major influencing factors of the genius loci include: Symbolism, Experience, Image, 
Culture, Conservation and Character. One may then deduce that by concretizing the 
genius loci of a place one is able to make a meaningful space where the architecture 
gathers the properties of a place and man is considered to be part of the environment 
and not as an entity separate and uninvolved from it (Nesbitt 1996:426).
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2.2 critical regionalism
‘During the last decades it has become increasingly clear that this pragmatic 
approach [functionalism] leads to a schematic and characterless environment 
with insufficient possibilities for human dwelling. The problem of meaning 
in architecture has therefore come to the fore.’ (Norberg-Schulz in Nesbitt 
1996:438)
Phenomenology, as a direct response to modernity’s emphasis on technology and 
the machine, proposed that natural and human experience is inextricably linked. 
Significant natural elements where termed ‘embodiments of difference’ (Nesbitt 
1996:49) and it was expected that the architect’s task was to design in a manner that 
could ‘make place’ and intensify the natural clues of the siting. Critical Regionalism, 
being rooted in phenomenology, took this ideology one step further when it called for 
architects to reveal nature by situation and utilization of the landscape.
Although not the first to describe Critical Regionalism, Kenneth Frampton’s essay 
‘Toward a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an Architecture of Resistance’, 
popularised the term. Frampton, an architect, critic and historian, suggests that Critical 
Regionalism, as he describes it, reconciles universally accepted practice with the 
peculiarities of place or locality. His hypothesis expressed his theory that if architecture 
responds to a particular place, with recognition of regional, vernacular building and 
its response to light and climate, the outcome will be that of an architecture of greater 
experiential meaning. Frampton has concerned that architects were designing in a 
style of global uniformity using ‘consumerist iconography masquerading as culture’. 
He argued that architects should seek regional variations in their buildings and should 
‘mediate the impact’ of universal civilization and a global style with themes drawn 
indirectly from the individual ‘peculiarities of a particular place (Frampton 1983:21)’.
The text by Frampton was written at a point when people where questioning how 
tradition could be used and modified into the move towards modernism. Paul Ricouer, 
fig 2.1 Presently, architecture seems to be struggling with what 
to become; should it refer back to history or strive for progress? 
This global issue effects Oxford Road where restrictions and 
restructuring overwhelm an already-confused architecture.
phenomenologist, who’s quotation marks the introduction to the essay, questions 
‘how to become modern and to return to sources; how to revive an old, dormant 
civilization and take part in universal civilization (Frampton 1983:16).’ This question 
emphasises the need for a historical model whereby lessons of the past may inform 
actions of the future.
The paper (1983:16-30) is divided into six points, each of which Frampton sees as 
necessary for an architecture of resistance. 
The first point, ‘Culture and Civilization’ details the issues architecture encounters in 
the face of modernity and outlines the problems of a singular and global architecture. 
He attributes these problems to man’s greed to develop and warns that with an 
architecture based on efficiency (the ultimate expression being high-rise buildings 
connected by highways) cities are sure to lose their meaning and their cultural 
qualities. As an expansion of the Ricouer question, Frampton discusses the building 
industry conditioning modern buildings and urban design in such a way that design 
appears stifled by restrictions. He expresses that architecture has been reduced to 
two approaches, ‘high-tech’ and ‘compensatory façade’, both of which are utilized to 
disguise the reductive product. He likens the demise of the city fabric with the demise 
of culture.  
‘The Rise and Fall of the Avant-Garde’, the second point in the essay, expresses 
the avant-garde as ‘a progressive, liberative form, at times being virulently opposed 
to the positivism of bourgeois culture (Frampton 1983:18)’,   inseparable from the 
modernisation of society and architecture. From Neoclassicism to the mid-18th 
century, the avant-garde held different roles, propagating and acting as a symbol 
of modernisation and therefore of, global civilization. Frampton goes on to say that 
the withdrawal of the avant-garde signals a plateau or ‘stop’ in innovation where arts 
become commodity; a return to pure technique. Critical regionalism, being reactionary, 
is an attempt to preserve some ideal of past and present culture. By doing this, it is in 
a way attempting to slow down the effect of the avant-garde. 
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The third point removes itself from the sociopolitical implications and deals with the 
particularities of Critical Regionalism. Frampton declares that architecture can only 
be sustainable if it assumes a half-way position between intransigent progress and a 
reaction against regressing to the nostalgic historicism of pre-industrial forms. Critical 
Regionalism therefore requires a high degree of critical self-consciousness if it is to 
reconcile the impact of universal civilization with elements derived from the particulars 
of a given place. Emphasis is placed on the cognisance of the interaction between 
the local and universal and recognition that humans as the users of environments are 
affected equally by both and thus importance cannot simply be placed on one.
The concluding three points to the essay develop a set of criteria based on the 
mediation of the universal technique and regional particularities; taking into account 
different scale types; from urban siting, to location, to user. In ‘The Resistance of 
the Place Form’, Frampton describes the importance of place-form by example of 
the growth of place-bound cities into the metropolis being disadvantaged by the 
abolishment of networks due to boundary and the resulting ‘placelessness’ which 
may occur. 
‘Culture Versus Nature: Topography, Context, Climate, Light and Tectonic Form’ 
speaks of design based on the particularities of a site and rooting the building within 
its site. He expresses that doing so will result in a manifestation of the specific culture 
being embodied into the work. Frampton discusses the ‘poetics of construction 
(Frampton 1982:29)’, where the architect or designer must let a material be what it 
wants to be in order for the work to have any tectonic value.
The final point, ‘The Visual Versus the Tactile’ again places emphasis on the tectonic 
over the scenographic. He describes the importance of the tactile in architecture and 
the perception of the built form. This point goes back to the concept of experience 
and the fact that the experiential perception is of much more importance than abstract 
reductions, which he refers to as a ‘loss of nearness’. By resisting the visual, and thus 
fig 2.x Possible connections severed by inpenetrable 
boundary. In (b) this effect on the Oxford ‘strip’ is evident; 
it becomes essential that edges are opened to connect. 
2.2a
2.2b
the perspective of Western tendency, Critical Regionalism brings to our senses all 
the range of human perceptions
The essay offers the phenomenological idea of ‘place’ as the solution to the world’s 
many urban and environmental ills which Frampton attributes to excessive urbanisation. 
The main feature of Frampton’s proposal is a renewed attention to the spatial quality 
of containment, with its political and symbolic roles, by which architecture may 
demarcate ‘place’ combined with sensual qualities of touch to ensure importance is 
placed on the tectonics of an element. Persisting throughout the paper is the concept 
of combining traditional craft with the modernist products of industrialisation, as well 
as the dynamic relationship of history (past) and modern development (present or 
future), which will ultimately result in the development of meaningful place elegantly 
associated with its cultural, historical and topographical situation.
The relevance this has to Johannesburg and my study area is a lesson in how to 
introduce appropriate place-making architecture to an area which already has a ‘spirit 
of place’. Present architecture in the area either tries too hard to be ‘local’ and ends 
up as nostalgic kitsch or ignores its heritage while pretending to be global and über 
modern. The theory offers the insight that an appropriate urban and architectural 
response will assume a middle stance between recognising history, quality and 
context and always striving and looking for progress. 
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2.3 theory of place
              kevin lynch
The problem of orientation within space leads us to the theory of place and structuring 
principles which are the object of man’s orientation. Theories of place emphasise 
spatial experience and offer a resistance to the sterile imposition of Modernism. 
Kevin Lynch, through his literature, ‘The Image of the City’ implied that the elements 
which constitute spatial structure are concrete things with character and meaning. 
In the book, written after World War II, and serving as a critique of the post-war city, 
he introduces concepts which denote those elements which form the basis for man’s 
orientation in space (Nesbitt 1996:419). These elements include legibility, image, 
structure, identity, meaning, and ultimately imageability. These are considered to 
be important issues concerned with the communication of meaning and memorable 
visual order. Lynch describes disorientation as causing fear and anxiety and deduces 
from this the link between distinct orientation and man’s balance, well-being and 
emotional security (Lynch 1960:4). 
[i] Legibility 
Legibility refers to the clarity of a city and how easily it may be read and organised 
into a recognisable pattern which may assist the city user (Lynch 1960:3). Ordered 
environments, using the techniques of legibility and clear imagery, have the ability 
to function as broad reference frames, offer emotional satisfaction and intensify the 
human experience - they do this by organising activity, belief and/or knowledge and 
relieving the strain that chaotic, disordered locations may bring. Legibility does not 
mean stifling or final; environments must have the ability to change and encourage 
new patterns of activity. The user plays an important role in forming and developing 
mental patterns to ordering environments; it is also the users responsibility to be able 
to adapt and change mental images as needed or called for (Lynch 1960:6). 
[ii] Image
People experience spaces differently; some may choose to place more emphasis 
on the concrete, tangible qualities while others prefer the ephemeral. Image and 
the building thereof is a result of a two-way process between the observer and 
the environment (Lynch 1960:6) where the environment may be suggestive in its 
patterns and ordering and where the user may relate to or instil meaning into the 
experienced environments. Images arise in several ways; through a mental image 
and/or associations; by it conforming to certain stereotypes; by having strong physical 
qualities that impose their own arrangements. Images of a city vary significantly from 
place to place and it is found that images are often shared by people who have 
common beliefs. This could be due to the fact that image is something often formed 
in childhood where ones experiences at an early age may develop certain personal 
relationships or associations (Nesbitt 1996:424).
fig 2.3b 
fig 2.3a - legibility
(Lynch 1960:04) 
fig 2.4b 
fig 2.4a - image
(Lynch 1960:89) 
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[iii] Identity, Structure + Meaning
An environmental image is composed of identity, structure and meaning. These 
components are closely interrelated and must be considered together. Identity refers 
to the individual meaning of an object - that which makes it distinct and allows the user 
to orientate within it. The structure of an image is that underlying geometrical pattern 
which encompasses the object’s relationships with users and other objects. Meaning 
is a variable quality as different users apply diverse connotations to the object (Lynch 
1960:8). These are comparable to the principles of ‘orientation’, ‘identification’ and 
‘character’ in Christian Norberg-Schulz’s essay ‘The Phenomenon of Place’.
[iv] Imageability
Imageability is defined as ‘the quality in a physical object which gives it a high 
probability of evoking a strong image in any given observer (Lynch 1960:9).’ It is 
all the other elements combined to form an all-encompassing and intensely visible 
(appealing to all senses) image. 
fig 2.5b 
fig 2.5a - identity/
structure
(Lynch 1960:113) 
fig 2.6b 
fig 2.6a- 
imageability
(Lynch 1960:70) 
Not only did he define the orienting elements or devices of a city, but Kevin Lynch 
also divided the structure of concrete space into smaller tangible parts he saw as 
the key to discover city meaning. These elements included the concepts of ‘paths’, 
‘edges’, ‘districts’, ‘nodes’ and ‘landmarks’ (Nesbitt 1996:419). The concepts, which 
are defined in his book, ‘The image of the City’ (Lynch 1960:47), are strongly related 
and together act as organising, orientating, image-giving, way-finding devices. 
[i] ‘paths’ are the mobility routes along which users are intended to move. These paths 
are often major structuring devices with strong directional qualities and it is along 
them that the other environmental elements are arranged, related and experienced.
[ii] ‘edges’ are the linear routes not considered to be paths. They are boundaries that 
may be geographic, topographical or man-made. Their seam-like nature makes them 
strong organisational elements. 
[iii] ‘districts’ are the regions of a city that divide the extent so that it may be easily 
navigable. They may be divided by similar character and become major reference 
points for the users of the city. Users may see themselves as ‘in’ a district or navigating 
‘to’ a district.
[iv] ‘nodes’ (also termed ‘cores’) are the focus areas of activity within a city into which 
a user may enter. ‘They may be primary junctions, places of a break in transportation, 
a crossing or convergence of paths, moments of shift from one structure to another’ 
(Lynch 1960:47).  
[v] ‘landmarks’ are reference points that cannot be entered in to. They are characterised 
by a single element which is chosen to stand out within a given environment. Often 
considered important for familial recognition, they are ordering, identifying and 
structuring elements.
fig 2.7a
(Lynch 1960:62) 
fig 2.8a
(Lynch 1960:47) 
fig 2.10a
(Lynch 1960:48) 
fig 2.9a
(Lynch 1960:47) 
fig 2.10b [v] ‘landmarks’
fig 2.9b [iv] ‘nodes’
fig 2.8b [iii] ‘districts’
fig 2.7b [ii] ‘edges’
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‘A city is a multi-purpose, shifting organisation, a tent for many functions, raised 
by many hands with relative speed. Complete specialisation, final meshing, is 
improbable and undesirable. The form must be somewhat noncommittal, plastic 
to the purposed and perceptions of its citizens’ (Lynch 1960:91)
Lynch’s theories are often cited by phenomenologists, including Norberg-Schulz, 
to support positions asserting the significance of place and as such are of central 
relevance in my study of Oxford Road and my building intervention.
By using the structuring principles of Lynch’s theories I hope to be able to effect 
rational geometry, patterning and meaning on the ‘strip’. The highly disconnected 
road stands as a casualty of Modernism; Theories concerned with place (such as 
Lynch’s) emphasise the importance of spatial experience and perception which I feel 
is often lacking in modern planning and developments.
 landmarks
nodes
paths
edges
district
fig 2.11 Lynch’s principles 
2.4 theory of the urban web
                     nikos salingaros
The elements that make up the city are considered from a somewhat differant 
perspective and acquire a more abstract and mathematical stance in Nikos Salingaros’ 
paper ‘Theory of the Urban Web’.  The urban web is defined as ‘a complex organising 
structure that exists primarily in the space between buildings’ and the central theme of 
the hypothesis is connectivity and activity nodes which are considered the elements 
of successful Urban Design (Salingaros 1998:54).
Salingaros, a mathematician known for his work in urban and architectural theory, 
reduced his theory into its main components of Structure, Order and Complexity 
and Connectivity. His theory is one adaptive to human needs and aspirations and 
combines mathematical and scientific analysis with intuition and subconscious 
reaction.
The urban web consists of connective elements of a city such as urban open areas, 
parks, pedestrian routes and footpaths, roads and boundaries. The greater the 
number of connections and thus, the stronger the connections, the more substructure 
the web has and thus, the more life and excitement a city will portray (Salingaros 
1998:54). The structural principles and the processes that generate the urban web 
include nodes, connections and hierarchy. These are similar to the terms defined by 
Kevin Lynch in his book ‘The Image of the City’ and their use comparable.
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[i] ‘nodes’
‘nodes’ are the anchors of human activity, the interconnectivity of which make up the 
urban web. To function, nodes have to attract people. Therefore, a landmark will only 
serve its role should there by a well-defined activity. 
For the concept of a neighbourhood to function optimally it requires contrasting nodes 
which will then act as the activators of the connectivity paths, which will in turn being 
to establish connections between the like nodes as well. 
Not all nodes should be connected as many nodes need to function independently so 
as not to cause interference or be interfered with. What cannot be connected must 
often be separated. Boundaries are necessary and play a highly significant role in 
the functioning of the city. It is only with them that pedestrians may be protected from 
vehicles and residences may be kept securely. 
[ii] ‘connections’
‘connections’ are the links between nodes. They are most successful when linking 
contrasting nodes and when forming along edges and boundaries. Connections 
in urban design link three types of elements: natural elements (a stream, ridge 
or mountain), human activity nodes (a residence, workplace, meeting place) and 
architectural elements. Architectural elements can be seen to be the connection 
between the other types of elements. 
Connections may be visual or of the ‘path’ variety. Visual connection is necessary for 
orientation and for creating imageabilty of a place while ‘path’ connection is necessary 
for functionality and mobility by connecting the physical movement of people.
fig 2.12 simple nodes - simple connections
fig 2.13 simple nodes - complex connections
(a)
(b)
Multiple connectivity is of most importance in the hypothesis. The study (1998:57) 
speaks of strong connectivity of the web being achieved through multiplicity of 
irregular paths. It compares this to the most efficient subway system in Tokyo which 
is a layered series of networks. Multiplicity of connections also ensures the continual 
working of the city system. Complexity results in a certain degree of redundancy 
which means that should a connection be severed or lost; the system in its entirety 
will still largely function and remain relatively stable. 
The concept of connection is based on the city dwellers ability to use them. Should 
a path be too long, it will not be walked by a pedestrian and likewise, should a route 
be too complicated, arduous or convoluted it will be abandoned in favour of one more 
direct. There is no minimum length when designing a connection, only a maximum 
(Salingaros 1998:63). Thus should nodes be too far apart intermediate nodes must 
be introduced to ensure that the connection is used and that the path functions. One 
may therefore say that the more segmented a path is, the stronger the web structure 
and the more vigorous and usable the route.
Charles Eames is quoted as saying,
 ‘Eventually everything connects—people, ideas, objects. The quality of the 
connections is the key to quality per se.’
[iii] ‘hierarchy’
‘hierarchy’ refers to the order of connections between nodes. The web can be largely 
self-structuring; the outcome of which is the organisation of levels of connection 
from the smallest scales (footpaths) to the higher scales (freeways and arterial 
routes) (Salingaros 1998:63). Organisation (of a web or pattern) combines multiple 
connectivity with hierarchical ordering. Organisation is therefore not necessarily the 
result of an ordered and/or geometrical regular plan. 
fig 2.14 the greater the distance between pedestrian connections, 
the less likely connection will work (a). Introducting intermediate 
nodes results in increased connectivity and stronger structure 
(b).
(a)
(b)
fig 2.15 (a) over concentration of nodes - channel overloading 
            (b) same quantity of nodes -
distribution + complexity
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Organisation of these elements and controlled complexity is vital for the theory to 
retain integrity.  There exists a balance between order (and its ensuing complexity) 
and excitement; too much order and the city becomes staid but without sufficient 
organisation the city becomes chaotic and unliveable. 
Salingaros’ theory centres on connectivity; connectivity through order and 
organisation, connectivity through the ability to move between activity nodes and 
selective connectivity based on heirarchy. The theory offers the solution to Oxford’s 
disconnectiveness.
Modern planning and its principal model, Le Corbusier’s Ville Radieuse, is uninterested 
in the connectivity which is so central to the concept of the urban web (Salingaros 
1998:60). It is of the modernist trend of thought that urban geometric ordering was 
thought to be ideal and the various functions of the city were separated by means of 
contrasting stylistic appearances and often, physical boundaries (Trancik 1986:219). 
This approach saw the seclusion of nodes which inhibited the connections of the 
urban web from forming as well as resulting in the underlying structuring pattern 
being disconnected. The obsession with geometric regularity and what was seen as 
an eye-pleasing plan when viewed as a drawing saw the frustration of connectivity 
by only permitting paths that were regular and fitted the pattern with no concern 
for spontaneous human movement. The necessary linkage and the intertwining of 
human activity paths and nodes which is vital for sustaining city life was deliberately 
avoided in the Ville Radieuse which promoted minimal connection between nodes 
and separated contrasting activity.
2.16a 2.16b
2.xa
fig 2.16 Le Corbusier’s Ville Radieuse as envisioned in plan, 
elevation & perspective.
2.16a http://www.kosmograph.com/urbanism/urbana/urbana_
mod_3.htm
2.16b http://users.compaqnet.be/architectuur20/
nadeoor/02nadeoorgroot.jpg
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Anthony Vidler’s essay ‘The Third Typology’ may serve as a critique of Le Corbusier’s 
ideology. Vidler, architectural historian, roots typology in the origins of architecture and 
in the essay locates the three typologies in the ideal of nature (during the Enlightenment 
period and modelled as a primitive hut), in the order of industrial production (during 
modernism and founded on the production process), and in the city (during the advent 
of postmodernism). The third typology is very different from its predecessors in that 
it does not take nature (‘the organic analogy’) or industry (‘the machine analogy’) as 
a reference in any way (Nesbitt 1996:258). Its similarity with the first two typologies 
lies in its concern with reason and clarification. The third typology, exemplified by the 
neo-rationalists, opposed the fragmentation caused by the elemental, institutional 
and mechanistic typologies of 20th century modernist architecture and urbanism, 
stressing the importance of continuity of forms and history.
This typology does not rely on the external legitimisations of nature or industry and 
rather looks to the city for inspiration, forms and relevance. Thus, the third typology 
is autonomous, self-referential and formal having been ‘emptied of specific social 
content (Nesbitt 1996:261).’ Its central concern can be seen to be an advocacy of 
the traditional city. Its validation as a typology is not rooted in the scientific, natural 
nor technological as it is essentially architectural in type. The city is considered as 
a whole. Its present and past is inextricably woven into its structure. The nature of 
this city is based only on its own formal condition, emptied of specific social matter 
it denies all the collective ideals and progressively positivist designations that have 
traditionally been placed on it. Thus, in the third typology, architecture no longer 
has to relate to ‘society’ and the ‘social’ in order to be accepted and understood. 
Architecture is without dependency on social conditions, time or place and instead is 
solely the essence of form. 
The third typology is intrinsically very critical of Modern Architecture. It rebuked Le 
Corbusier’s utilitarian planning with his fragmented city of separate functioning and 
its disintegration of the city centre into rigid zoning. The typology stands in contrast to 
the stark, individual and increasingly private attributes of Modernism and rather places 
as emphasis and its faith in the public component of architecture. Vidler expresses 
concern by stating that it is only through this typology where city and typology 
are reasserted that we may combat architecture losing its meaning through mass 
production and consumerism. Despite this critique of the Modern Movement, the third 
typology does not find its supporters in the anti-city, pro-tradionalists either. Rather, 
it relies on architects and designers to provide a legible city based in urbanism with 
the correct features and elements organised in a manner which is at once continuous 
and coherent. 
Based on the city and being rooted in the present, the third typology saw the physical 
structure of the city embodied with issues of history, culture and politics (rather than 
these as external legitimising forces). Although the theory inclines towards tradition 
and the traditional structure of the city, it is not for the sake of nostalgia or romanticism 
of the past (Nesbitt 1996:123). Any likeness is merely the result of the ‘traditional 
city’s’ features being rooted within their own instance (and present) as to when they 
themselves were constructed. 
Vidler stated that the typology was one of relevance and we may see this in the 
application of Oxford Road whereby the theory becomes the instrument for regeneration 
and architecture is no longer considered as an isolated instance bounded by the world. 
The third typology takes the position that architecture extends life to objects and has 
the ability to establish links between events through common structural forms. By 
dismissing rigidity and fragmentation; continuous edges, clear distinctions between 
public and private realms and public squares become the significant elements of 
the ordered city. Seeking inspiration from its organising patterns, the city of the third 
typology is essentially based in efficiency and legibility.
Kevin Lynch’s ‘image of the city’ approach can be seen as a further development of 
the ‘third typology’ concept. Lynch’s theory, being analogous with the urban web, took 
the concepts legibility and city patterning one step further by attributing the success 
of the city to clarity of mental image and perception (Lynch 1960:12). 
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2.5 finding lost space + the genius loci
                 roger trancik
Roger Trancik, being guided by the theory of phenomenology and the theme of 
genius loci, was concerned that designers ‘listening carefully’  to what the public 
space ‘wants to be’ prior to designing it. As Herman Herzberger, a contemporary 
Dutch architect, put it, “Design is nothing more than finding out what a person or 
object wants to be: form then makes itself. There is really no need for intervention, 
you must just listen carefully” (Trancik 1986:114). This would provide stability to the 
place, offer it a particular image and identity and instil a sense of place which is a 
quality Trancik finds lacking in most modern cities. 
In his book, Finding Lost Space, Trancik is quoted as saying, ‘responsiveness to 
the historic evolution of a place will avoid superficial repetition and a retrogressive, 
cosmetic treatment that does not respond to the spirit of the times’ (1986:234). The 
common elements are the concepts of ‘time’ and ‘place’, where ‘time’ is the sense 
of understanding a place and the ability of being able to respond to the process 
of change and ‘place’ considered to be the conscious respect for local values and 
traditions. ‘Pedestrian links between important destinations are often broken and 
walking is frequently a disjointed, disorientating experience’ (Trancik 1986:2). It’s 
important to identify the gaps in spatial continuity so that they may be filled in with a 
framework of buildings and interconnected space. Time and place are seen as tools 
to knit together the fabric of the city. Trancik developed five principles which he saw 
as central to developing genius loci. These principles are: hard space and soft space 
and the three urban design theories: figure ground theory, linkage theory and place 
theory.
[i] hard space
Hard space, functioning as external gathering space, is characterised by enclosure and 
bounded by architectural boundaries (Trancik 1986:61). Trancik describes the most 
important factors of hard space as the frame (or boundary), the surface condition and 
the focal point (1986:96). The frame of the space refers to the architectural confines 
which structure the space. Trancik’s ‘boundary’ is never considered a negative thing 
but exalted for its order-giving qualities. The ground surface (or two-dimensional 
pattern) gives the space texture and dimensionality by  means of a material (paving or 
tar). The space usually contains some type of feature which is used to give the space 
focal points, vitality and identity. Hard space stands in contrast to the ‘anti-space’ 
which Steven Kant Peterson describes as being shapeless and without boundary and 
therefore with no rigid, perceivable form. (1980:89). 
Oxford Road, as the area of study, often sees the hard space being dominated by the 
buildings. Buildings along the ‘strip’ seldom relate to the space in which they are sited 
and edges seem to be lacking in any definition. This is the result of the combination of 
seemingly randomly placed buildings of varying scales in an unstructured and deficient 
open space of no apparent hierarchical sequence. Johannesburg is infamous for its 
walls and boundaries, but whereas in the Trancik example ‘The Strade Nuova’ in 
Genoa, Italy (fig 2.17b) where the street is defined by its boundaries; Johannesburg’s 
walls, being divisions for protection and security, are not inviting to the space within 
and in doing so, lack in their recognition and in the way that they address the street.
[ii] soft space
‘Soft space’ is defined as that which contrasts with its urban (and built) surroundings 
and is dominated by the natural environment (Trancik 1986:86). Soft spaces include 
parks, gardens and linear open urban space. They have few or no boundaries and 
are dominated by the natural environment. Being natural and non-built, soft space, 
contrasts with its architectural surroundings, thus enhancing the natural elements 
rather than distracting from them (Trancik 1986:91). Social, historical and traditions 
Fig 2.17 Oxford Road (fig 2.17a) and The Stada Nuova in Genoa, 
Italy (fig 2.17b) (Trancik 1986:76)  are both comprised of free 
standing buildings. The difference comes in with the lack of unity and 
consistancy in the Oxford example - resulting in a lack of significant 
hard space and street-space harmony (as seen in fig 2.17b).
fig 2.17a
fig 2.17b
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Fig 2.18 Typical figure ground density conditions along Oxford 
Road 
low 
medium
high
Fig 2.19 Figure ground of Rome (1784) by Giambattista Nolli 
shows public open space  and articulation of public and private 
spaces (Trancik 1986:99). 
are major contributing conditions which give the soft space its quality and prevent it 
from becoming ‘dead’ or ‘lost’ space. 
The Oxford Road ‘strip’ lacks in soft space. This could be attributed to  the environment 
having been designed with the priority on the motorist or the fact that modern planning 
tucked these spaces within the heart of suburbs where they would only be used 
by residents of the specific suburb and not easily accessible to the public at large. 
Whatever the reason, soft space is missing from the study area when it should not 
be. Soft space along  Oxford Road should offer people space where they may escape 
from the high-speed mobility route and interact with each other on a human level. 
[iii] figure ground theory
‘Figure ground theory’ studies the relationship between built masses and open voids 
(Trancik 1986:97) by dividing the city via the use of figure ground images into solids 
and voids. By doing this one is able to study the overall coherence of a city and 
lookout for the continuous forms which may give clarity to a city and its workings. 
‘Poché’ is a word that describes the spatial field of solids and the articulation of the 
configuration of exterior voids (eg. Walls, columns, other solid buildings) (Trancik 
1986:99). Void space, in the theory, is seen as being carved from the solid space as 
it is the solid space, which through its boundary and articulation, in seen to establish 
open space. The theory is about producing the ‘urban fabric’ (or figure ground) of 
a place by using the associations of hierarchy and connectivity of enclosed (and 
ordered), and open (and fluid) spaces. 
[iv] linkage theory
‘Linkage theory’ involves the organisation of the routes, pathways and courses and 
forms them into a constant spatial datum within which buildings and spaces may 
be placed (Trancik 1986:106). The connection paths link parts of a city together. 
Cities, according to this theory, are therefore a product of their linking elements and 
connections. There is a concern with making the city legible through the articulation 
of its parts. Fumihiko Maki is quoted as saying, ‘linkage is simply the glue of the city’ 
(Trancik 1986:106). 
Oxford Road takes on the role of linking device between the activity nodes of 
Rosebank and Illovo. Along the road individual components are located; they integrate 
themselves into the broader framework. Maki terms this type of linkage megaform 
(Trancik 1986:107). Megaform imposes connectivity into a system for the sake of 
efficiency and varied functioning but fails to fully acknowledge open urban spaces 
and usually turns its back on the street. It is frequently the result of a high-speed 
mobility route (as seen in the Oxford Road example) and often neglects the human 
scale.
[v] place theory
‘Place theory’ takes into account user needs and the historical, cultural and natural 
contexts of a location (Trancik 1986:97). It does this by understanding cultural and 
human characters of physical space. Space is only considered to be ‘a place’ once it 
is given contextual meaning which is derived from the cultural and regional contexts 
of a location (Trancik 1986:112). These are the character-adding elements and lend 
the space its identity and as Lynch would put it, ‘imageability’. 
Trancik formulates these principles to be used in conjunction with one another so as 
to accommodate the concept of the genius loci and the theory of ‘place-making’. He 
concluded that for an adequate design approach and for the optimal solution it would 
be vital that the theories are seen to be interrelated. Only then may the designer 
arrive at a solution that may at once give strength to the solids and voids of a city, 
organise its links and connections, respond to human needs and give identity and 
character to the space (Trancik 1986:98).
fig 2.20bfig 2.20a
fig 2.x Linkage on Oxford Road  (fig 2.xa) is comparable to 
Fumihiko Maki’s ‘Megaform’ (fig 2.xb) (Trancik 1986: 107) where 
the ‘strip’ becomes a linear framework for connecting structures.
fig 2.21 Diagram showing the three urban design theories 
(Trancik 1986:98)
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2.6 the notion of non-place
                             marc augé
Unlike ‘place’ which is considered to have roots and identity, ‘non-place’ involves 
no apparent uniqueness and no ability to establish urban relationships with other 
spaces. As these types of spaces are often associated with transience, passage and 
consumption, they seldom hold any real meaning and are often only remembered 
in generic terms. Marc Augé, an anthropologist, invented the term “non-place” to 
refer to spaces of transience that do not hold enough connotation or importance 
to be regarded as ‘places’. Modern lifestyle and with it, the importance placed on 
mobility, communication and consumerism may be seen as the reason for people 
nowadays spending more and more of their time in these ‘non-places’. Examples of 
‘non-places’ include: highways, airports, supermarkets and hotel rooms as well as 
abstract and intangible events of media communications, like searching the internet, 
drawing money from an ATM or retrieving voice messages on a mobile phone. Augé 
was quoted as describing one of these such spaces.
 “When you put your credit card into a bank machine, you come in contact with 
an impalpable space - A ‘non-space’ (Criqui 1994:4)”. 
Despite being without meaning these spaces frequently result in a profound 
modification of consciousness where one may perceive the awareness but only in a 
partial and incoherent manner. 
Augé attributes his theory to the concept of ‘super-modernity’. This perception is one 
based on the logic of excess where overabundance is seen as robbing meaning from 
space by the overinvestment of meaning in our daily activities.
‘The possibility of non-place is never absent from any place (Augé 1995:107).’
The three categories of excess, time, space and ego, have different effects on the 
world, spaces and the users. The excess of time is argued to have given rise to the 
explicit and pressing daily need for humans to give meaning to the world and to 
understand the present in its entirety, thus investing major interest and significance 
in the present to the detriment of the recent past, which is then seen as lacking 
in meaning (Augé 1995:29). The second attribute of excess, space, concerns the 
‘shrinking of the planet (Augé 1995:31)’ expressed in the variation of scales, the 
propagation of imagery and manifest as faster and more efficient transport systems. 
These systems have resulted in a radical change in thought where suddenly things 
previously thought impossible – space travel, live satellite viewing of events happening 
abroad, rapid movement country to country – are now considered the norm. The effect 
is not all positive as broadcast images and selected information serves to manipulate 
and impress certain influences and expectations on humanity (Augé 1995:32). Our 
world is small and we are living in homogenous, propagandised times. 
Finally, it is clear to see that the result of an overabundance of space is a proliferation 
of ‘non-place’ – the increased need for structures and cities to deal with this paradigm 
shift. The last quality of excess is ego which is most evident when considering ones 
interpretation of the world. ‘Supermodernity’ places the individual in a standing of 
utmost importance with interpretation of information being understood as a singular 
exercise and thus one begins to see the replacement of congregation with the personal 
(Augé 1995:37).fig 2.22 Highway as an example of non-place. Modernity forces 
people to spend more of their time in no-meaning, transitional 
spaces - what Augé terms ‘non-place’s’ .
2.22a http://lh5.ggpht.com/
2.22b http://www.preclinical-lab.com/Highway.jpg
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‘If a place can be defined as relational, historical and concerned with 
identity, a space which cannot be defined as relational, or historical, or 
concerned with identity will be a non-place (Augé 1995:78).’
The bottom line of Augé’s argument is that supermodernity, a world marked by 
the individual, has produced non-places and that non-place and place never 
truly replace one another but rather act as a foundation on which the other may 
be laid and layered. Transience and passing through is associated with the loss 
of perception of place despite being present within it and what is significant 
in the experience of non-place is the appeal to the subsistence of a past and 
prospect of a future (Augé 1995:87). The peculiarity of non-place is that it always 
assumes a location and it is largely based in instructive text which educates the 
user on how to use the non-place correctly (e.g. on the highway, ‘Keep Left, 
Pass Right’). The issue with this is that it groups its users and homogenises 
them. Non-place alienates people and denies individuality.
I find that this argument is troublesome particularly when one considers that 
the notion of ‘place’ and ‘non-place’ is highly dependant on subjectivity and 
perception. Thus the possibility of struggle is evident, the struggle to create 
place from non-place or to preserve (recreate) place from place. The existence 
of struggle, in turn, suggests that non-places, like places, are in fact intensely 
historical; and they are relational in the sense that their form reflects the 
development of capitalist social relations. By virtue of the discovery of struggle 
and relation within the understanding of a non-place, Augé’s hypothesis feels 
thin and falls short. 
Interestingly and more suitably, Rem Koolhaas’s theories appear to be an extension, 
of much clearer and exact enquiry, of Marc Augé’s ‘non-place’. In my opinion his 
arguments are more succinct and suitable to that of Augé and while his theories 
may stand in some contrast to the more traditional approach to the city, of Norberg-
Schulz, Lynch or Trancik, his points are interesting in that they stem from a new way 
of thinking and have the ability to be applied.
In his essay, ‘The Generic City’, Koolhaas asserts the death of the traditional concept 
of the city and with it the rejection of progress, identity, architecture, the city and 
the street. The generic city is ‘a city without qualities (Koolhaas 1994:X),’ and 
Koolhaas argues that it is a condition that affects even powerfully independent and 
iconic cities such as Paris, London or New York. Koolhaas expresses concern for 
the homogenisation of cities in an effort of convergence, which must surely come 
at the expense of ‘shedding identity’ (Koolhaas 1994:1248). He suggests that in a 
need to retain meaning and playing into their caricatures, cities will eventually be 
unrecognisable from one another; Paris will be indistinguishable from London and, 
Atlanta will turn into Las Vegas. The generic city is the physical manifestation of the 
act of exchange and within this city both humans and objects will be considered to 
be commodities and everything and everyone will suffer under the vagaries of the 
marketplace. 
‘Relief … it’s over. 
                                            
                                              That is the story of the city. 
           
                  The city is no longer. 
  
                                                                                      We can leave the theatre now... 
                                                                                         (Koolhaas 1994:1264)’
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The generic city will be resistant to structure – ‘unshapable’. It will resist urban 
design, planning projects, and regeneration or restructuring. Its importance and 
power will shift from the city centre and with growth and sprawl, begin to lie within the 
peripheries. The edges of the city, where one edge comes into contact with another 
of different condition, lends the city’s inhabitants the dream of escaping and leaving 
the generic city behind. In its need to ‘keep up’ with other cities, it will negate its 
history and resisting all nostalgia become strictly practical, efficient and utilitarian 
(Koolhaas 1994:1249). Skyscrapers will dominate and serve to become the definitive 
typology. Certainly, Dubai, Kuala Lumpur and even Shanghai appear to support 
this notion. Standing apart, the buildings will be sensible, realistic and devoid of any 
frivolity or mischief - ‘Density in isolation is the ideal’ and the verticality of the city is a 
characteristic feature (Koolhaas 1994:1253).
The essay hints at the lack of public realm in the generic city and expresses that the 
pedestrian, and thus city user, is always of secondary importance to the efficient 
functioning of the city – the roads are only for cars and the street is dead. Pedestrians, 
removed from the transport networks, move within another layer of network being 
channelled to their destinations (Koolhaas 1994:1252).
If Koolhaas’s generic city is without history, politics or symbolism surely this separation 
from any cultural or social reality makes it comparable to Augé’s non-place? Perhaps 
the reason for Koolhaas’s theories appearing more relevant than that of Augé is that 
while reading the theories one is unsure of whether the ‘generic city’ is something 
that is happening in the present or something Koolhaas predicts for the future and 
the ominous prediction is contested with Koolhaas suggesting that the generic city 
and its possibility as a starting point for architecture not only contains unrecognised 
beauty but may act as a universal liberation movement against prescribed character 
or style (Koolhaas 1994:1263).fig 2.23 Examples of non-place found along Oxford Road and 
within Rosebank.
Koolhaas’s description of the ‘generic city’ has relevance in many modern cities, 
not least Johannesburg. A city based on money, efficiency and progress has just 
the correct circumstances to bear the ‘generic city’. The existing circumstance of 
Johannesburg is no longer one point of activity, downtown, a CBD - But rather an 
array of activity nodes, each able to completely support human life, catering for 
the home, work and entertainment. Dispersing these nodes undermines history 
because the new nodes are completely flexible; growing and shrinking as needed 
and changing styles with trends. Taking the node of Rosebank as an example 
Koolhaas’s views become evident: the shift from city centre, the sprawl, the mobility 
vein (Oxford Road), stand alone high-rise buildings, the secondary role of the city 
user and the resulting lack of public open space. We also find that the ‘generic city’ is 
manifest in the proposals for the suburb (and node) with increased density, limitless 
zoning and a push for unrestricted height allowance. Development and tenacious 
city progress sees the eradication of cultural and historical differences and the move 
towards anonymous metropolei. Our need for progress and move towards the future 
is marked with similarities to Koolhaas’s ‘generic city’.
Thus, even though this is the reverse side of the coin to the theories that promote 
meaning, place and the concept of the genius loci, it is nevertheless an important 
view as it is current and relevant. While, Johannesburg and its Rosebank node, are 
not truly ‘generic’ cities, the similarities are striking.
The concept of the ‘generic city’ is a reality but it is something I feel must be diluted 
with the theories of place and meaning before the city becomes insubstantial, inane 
and something of indifference. While the stance of the place-theories may tend to be 
romantic in their outlook, I have decided, that standing in contradiction to non-place 
and the generic city, it is a stance, while possibly idealistic, paradoxically is more 
practical and practicable in the real world.
fig 2.24 Examples of non-place found along Oxford Road and 
within Rosebank.
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2.7 summary + extraction of theoretical principles
The theme that runs central to the theorists I have covered appears to be that 
of the concept of the genius loci and the question of meaningful place. Common 
principles which form the foundations of the theories may be seen as those of most 
importance. They include: Symbolism, Meaning, Identity, Orientation, Perception, 
Activity, Concrete Phenomena, Variety of Space, Structure and Order, Flexibility 
and the Ability to Accommodate Change, Connectivity and the People-Environment 
Relationship. Perhaps the most important element in this list is ‘activity’ for without it 
many of the other elements would fail to exist at all. Activity is the result of integrative 
space which is able to accommodate a variety of functions. Trancik associates 
‘activity’ with the integration and combination of live and work events (1986:234) and 
attributes the qualities of richness and vitality of space with its variety of uses. Trancik 
ascertains the contrast of uses as being able to stimulate function, cultivate culture 
in a city and recoup lost space by replacing it with new regions of social and physical 
interaction. Activity provides people with a reason to be in the area, drawing people 
with excitement, function, fashion and experience. It is the result of ‘great street’ 
potential in any given environment.
fig 2.25
The idea of ‘activity’ and the importance associated with it is closely related to the 
idea of comfort. Desire or distinction in an area in not enough to ensure community 
use, people ultimately need spaces where they may feel comfortable and they will 
always be drawn to the areas which serve them best. They need multifunctional 
areas where they may move easily between transport types and thus ease their 
commute; Places where they may grab a bite to eat; shop up a storm or relax with 
friends over a cup of coffee. They need locations that allow them to meet, celebrate, 
love, need and want. These are the meaningful spaces – spaces which may serve 
a spectrum of users and satisfy their varying needs. The true motive of the city, and 
therefore where its meaning inherently lies, is with satisfying the needs and desires 
of its users… This is contemporary architecture’s feat. Norberg-Schulz said that one 
may ‘understand architecture as the ‘art of space’ in the sense that a particular space 
(location) has to be given a particular character (quality)’ (1963:95). Architecture is at 
once functional-practical, milieu-creating and symbolic - Influencing different people 
in different ways (Norberg-Schulz 1963:22).
Exploring theory offers the chance to learn skills and technique that others have 
acquired through practise and experience. Discussions of philosophy and culture 
present a holistic view of global issues and the position of architecture relative to this. 
The theorists I have chosen to study submit a pragmatic understanding of urbanism 
where the city is no longer seen as a homogenous entity. Interests in fragmentation, 
the identification of meaningful place and an architecture of memory furthers such 
thinking. One may not, however, merely rely on theory for the solving of architectural 
problems. Architectural problems cannot be treated by intellectual analysis alone and 
yet on the other hand it is irresponsible to base solutions on whims, fashions and public 
feeling (Norberg-Schulz 1963:24). The method for resolving the design process for 
my dissertation will be based upon the clarification of purpose and intention and the 
use of architecture, a human product, as an instrument of application in the solution 
of the design process.
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The research I have conducted into the various theorists and their hypotheses will 
serve as a starting point for my design and a solution to the problem of how to integrate 
a new transport system on Oxford Road in a way that is pragmatic for commuters 
and appealing for  pedestrians. The final design will be a building which will deal 
with user, suburb and sub-metropolitan needs. The most prominent principles of the 
studied theories (often shared between the theorists) have been extracted and will 
serve as enabling tools. Using this method of application I hope to design and solve 
with precedent and routine.
The theoretical principles or ‘tools’ are:
•	 to	ascertain	a	spirit of place.
•	 activity through variety.
•	 legibility orientating movement within the city.
•	 memorable	public space.
•	 rational patterning.
fig 2.26
By discovering what Oxford Road (with its planned transport network) ‘wants to be’, I intend for my building design 
(within the thread) to be apposite in a manner that is exciting, appropriate and practical relative to commuters, residents 
and users of the road.
I will apply each of the above tools in the belief that they will facilitate me in resolving 
the design problem most suitably and appropriately. In conjunction with this, the design 
methodology I will undertake will be a series of recordings, mappings, interpreting 
and questioning; Experiencing, feeling, understanding; Designing, creating, testing; 
Rerecording, redesigning, finalising.
The nature of the project is that it is threaded within different scales. The scales 
may be seen to be divided into the levels or hierarchy of sub-metropolitan area, 
nodes and the user environment. This thesis will investigate the civic response at 
all three scale levels of intervention. There will be a strong emphasis placed on the 
theoretical discourse influencing the design method throughout the process, with the 
anticipated outcome being that the design phase will, in retrospect, offer clarity and 
new inspiration to the theory. 
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‘I confront the city with my body; 
                My legs measure the length of the arcade and the width of the square; 
                
  My gaze unconsciously projects my body onto the façade of the 
cathedral, where it roams over the mouldings and contours, sensing the size of 
recesses and projections;
                              
   My body weight meets the mass of the cathedral door; 
My hands grasp the door pull as I enter the dark void behind. 
I experience myself in the city, and the city exists through my embodied experience. 
   The city and my body supplement and define each other.” 
– Juhani Pallasmaa 
in The Eyes of the Skin (1996:26)
chapter 03 
s i t e
fig 3.1 Location of Regions B and  E within extents of Johannesburg.
3.2 Position of Oxford Road marking the border between Regions B and  E.
(after www.joburg.org.za)
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fig 3.3 Location of Oxford Road study area between nodes of Rosebank and Illovo. f
ig 3.4 (a) Rosebank is relation to economic nodes of Randburg, Sandton and Johannesburg CBD. (b) Oxford Road study 
area in relation to surrounding highways. (c) Major movement routes and areas of activity.
3.4a
3.4b 3.4c
3.1 mappings. analysis. perceptions.
Oxford Road, the site of my investigation, is one of Johannesburg’s major mobility 
routes. The road runs on a North-South Axis connecting major nodes such as 
Parktown, Rosebank and Sandton. Movement networks between and within nodes 
and the understanding of them are essential to the operation of cities.
The following maps indicate various transport systems, including the expected public 
transport systems, the Gautrain and BRT (under construction), private vehicular 
passage and pedestrian movement. 
Johannesburg, characterised by sprawl and single dwelling, detached houses, is a 
city with its transport system dominated by the private vehicle. The result is a city of 
congested roads and highways. The growth and  transformation of Johannesburg 
into a first world city has made it evident that the private car and low density sprawl 
is not a sustainable approach to living.
The taxi industry has long noted this issue and has taken advantage of the lack of 
public transport systems by offering a mode of transport which appeals to poorer 
people living on the periphery of the city looking for a convenient and accommodating 
solution to their transport needs. Awareness to the need for an integrated transport 
system has resulted in the proposals for the Gautrain and BRT systems. Plans to 
formalise the taxi industry to work in conjunction with the Gautrain and BRT systems, 
as the method of transport along the feeder routes, have been proposed.
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The mapping investigation will follow the process of:
	 •	 Identifying	the	main	informants	of	the	study	area	with	the	intention	that	
they should form the design at all levels of intervention.
	 •	 Interpretation	 in	 the	 form	 of	 a	 composite	 presenting	 a	 layering	 and	
understanding of context informants alerting the designer to certain conditions and 
challenges.
	 •	 Application	of	theoretical	principles	as	indication	of	design	intervention	
and concept generator. 
The layering of the various transport systems results in an abstracted image of 
movement intensity. It transpires that concentration of movement takes place where 
a major road intersects with an activity centre or another road of importance. In the 
case of Oxford Road this is apparent at the Rosebank-Zone district as well as at the 
more intimate Illovo shops and the Jellico-Oxford Road intersection.
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Activity, Movement and Street, and the meeting point between them, are fundamental 
in any city and often manifest in a ‘high street’ typology. Johannesburg’s urban 
conditions (low density, urban sprawl) have left the city with few successful high 
streets and in many cases has often resulted in pedestrain-unfriendly areas and 
harsh, uninviting spaces. The small number of locations which are successful and 
do have the ‘high street’ quality are valued for their accumulative, un-produced, local 
characters. 
Oxford Road, as ‘the strip’ is comprised of shopping centres, 
schools, hotels, gas stations, restaurants and convenience 
stores. The strip is not beautiful. It’s major mobility route status, 
coupled with the diversity and convenience of the various 
activities, makes Oxford Road highly utilised and functional. 
The quick moving traffic has spurned an architecture of 
function, one committed to serve and not be ‘precious’. Oxford 
Road, despite running centrally through Rosebank and being 
part of the reason for its character and distinct qualities, is not 
a comfortable street for the pedestrian.
Years of catering for the car have left the pedestrian neglected in 
the mobility thread. Yet, the essential elements for ‘high street’ 
character (variety, quality, activity and people) are present. 
The introduction of the integrated transport system may be the 
last component to this equation. An efficient public transport 
system would result in a pedestrian increase in the area as 
people move in and out and change between the transport 
systems. Should the pedestrian be prioritised, the road would 
have to transform to accommodate them. The users of the 
road would begin to experience the area differently and more 
connectedly. 
As Oxford Road is the siting for the integrated transport systems 
as well as the ‘gateway’ to the retail areas, the opportunity 
garnered by the introduction of the transport system (and 
hence an increase of pedestrians) should be exploited to its 
fullest and with user needs as its main concern.
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Genius loci, or spirit of place describes an area by more than just its location 
and physical features. The essence of any place may be defined by what it was, 
what it is and most importantly, what it wants to be. Non-place, as theorised by 
Augé, works against the concept of place and the notion of the genius loci.
The following mappings aim to uncover the essence of Oxford Road (and its 
surrounding areas) as a place (as opposed to a space) by looking at its massing, 
pedestrian-intense areas, non-places as well as more practical elements such 
as retail and residential intensities. 
Although Oxford Road has a distinct character, this character is mostly gained 
from the retail nodes, the Zone@Rosebank and the Illovo shops, which happen 
along it. The result is that despite an overall nature, Oxford Road appears to 
also be home to areas without any apparent uniqueness or non-places. Non-
places are associated with travel and time. In the case of Oxford Road, these 
non-places are the vehicular mobility routes, parking lots and shopping malls. 
They alienate people by denying them individuality. 
The pedestrian-friendly stand in contrast to the non-places. These are location 
with meaning and purpose; the places in which people feel comfortable. We 
find a concentration of these places around the shopping areas which can be 
attributed to meaning through movement, acquisition and atmosphere.
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3.14-9
3.20-1
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The implementation of the public transport system will see major change to the 
character of Rosebank. Change need not be to the spirit of place and may rather 
focus on concrete, practical issues.
I feel that through their proposal for reconsidered land use and height restrictions, the 
City of Johannesburg, expresses its dedication to the transformation of the Oxford 
Road ‘strip’ as well as to the station areas throughout Johannesburg.
The proposal sees the rejection of suburbia and the densification in and around 
activity nodes. The proposed land uses for the erfs surrounding Oxford Road puts 
an emphasis on mixed use development at various density scales. Mixed use 
development is important for the viability of the public transport systems. Having 
many activities within a walkable distance will mean that people will no longer have 
to rely on their cars and will find shopping, living and working in mixed use areas to be 
efficient, comfortable and easy to adapt to. Height restrictions are closely associated 
with land use. In the mixed use environment, based on walkability and the human 
scale, density is paramount to making developments financially and sustainably 
feasible. The mapping to the right shows the intention to densify the Rosebank and 
Illovo areas. 
While I agree with the principle of densification within the area, I find that the 
council’s proposal (fig 3.21) fails to acknowledge the Rosebank context. Previous 
figure ground interrogations showed the study area to have regions of high, medium 
and low densities. As a result of organic growth overtime, the existing discrepancy 
in height and density is never crude - there seems to be a gradual change in built 
fabric rather than obviously contrasting heights and uncomfortable flux. To me the 
cities proposal does not achieve the same quality of comfort that the existing model 
does, and while I feel densification is necessary, I think that it can be handled more 
delicately. 
3.22
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Despite finding the proposed height allowance to be exaggerated and innappropriate 
for the node of Rosebank, I also feel that it stands in contrast to the concepts of ‘place’, 
‘meaning’ and the genius loci which through study and perception I have found to 
be existing qualities of the area and elements that I intend to enhance through my 
intervention.
composite
The composite image is an interpretation of the constraints and informants of the 
various mapping studies. The result is an image which begins to give ‘clues’ as to 
what intervention is needed and where it should take place. The composite offers an 
impression of the areas which either seem to be supporting or desisting the spirit of 
place and ultimately the quality of Oxford Road.
The composite offers a clear idea of what needs to be changed, what must be 
enhanced and what must be discarded. This is learning from a landscape.
‘...learning from the existing landscape is a way of being revolutionary for an 
architect... (Venturi 1977:05)’
The architecture, which must grow out of the experience, image, culture and character 
of the area, will be a critical architecture which will place great importance on the 
ability to understand the effect of design on user spaces.
‘Architecture is the articulation of space so as to produce in the participator 
a definite space experience in relation to previous and anticipated space 
experiences (Bacon 1975:21).’
3.23
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application of theoretical principles
The theoretical principles of spirit of place, acitivity through variety, legibility, 
memorable public space and rational patterning, (previously identified), were applied 
to the study area and utilised as enabling tools for concept brainstorming. The result 
was an image of ideas which are to form the foundation of my design concept. 
The ideas are:
	 •	 intermediate node (or point of activity) between the Rosebank and Illovo 
nodes. This is in accordance with Salingaros’ theory and its importance becomes 
evident to support concepts of the pedestrian and connectivity. (This is also the ‘clue’ 
to the discovery of my site of intervention).
	 •	linkage, connectivity + dialogue to open urban space, institutions, transport 
and activities. Connectivity must take place at all scales (sub-metropolitan, nodal and 
user environment levels).
	 •	the pedestrian + non-motorised transport must be promoted. The area, 
with its existing quality of walkability, offer of activity and pedestrianised streets, is 
supportive of this.
	 •	dissolving urban boundaries so that urban nodes (Rosebank, Illovo) may 
start to interface with their suburban surrounds and not stand as isolated aspects 
within them.
	 •	image + identity to strengthen the perception of the area, making the area 
legible and offering its’ users something to relate to; a gateway.
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3.2 users. needs. desires.
In order to establish the users of the Oxford Road ‘strip’, their daily routines, the 
reason for their visit to the road as well as their needs and wants, a succinct survey 
was used. The survey gives an indication of the time and place the survey participants 
were found along the ‘strip’ as well as covering issues of age, occupation, mode of 
transport, if they intend on using the BRT or Gautrain, favourite thing about the area 
surrounding Oxford Road and what could make their visit more pleasurable.  
The results of the survey are summarised as follows: 
Most people using the road are young adults (35%) between 18 - 30 years of age. They 
use the road for shopping, transport and work purposes. The majority of participants 
(37.5%) use the minibus/taxi system as their primary mode of transport and would 
be happy to utilise the BRT/Gautrain Systems should they prove to be as efficient 
and easy as promised and expected (75%). However, many people own and drive a 
private vehicle and would be hesitant to give this up. 
Participants found that although the area offers much activity (which was welcomed), 
it appears to be lacking in fundamental needs. ‘Wants’ for the area include social 
facilities such as libraries, internet cafes, safe and comfortable open spaces or public 
sporting amenities (25%) (requested mostly by scholars, students and office workers) 
as well as convenience stores and easy ‘quickstop’ type shops (22.5%). There is also 
a strong need for housing across the income gradient.
Most interviews took place outside the zone@rosebank as well as along the route to 
the taxi rank (situated on the corner of Cradock Ave and Jellico Ave) and close to taxi 
pickup areas (adjacent to Bolton Road and towards the Illovo district). It appeared 
that the busiest time of day was in the afternoon (57%), where people were on office 
lunches, on their way home from work or on their way to the shops.3.27
public transport as a catalyst for development
In many international cities, such as London and Paris, it has been found that efficient 
and well utilised public transport systems have had a resounding effect on regeneration 
and development in and around the areas of transport interchange.
Once Johannesburg’s integrated transport system is running, it is possible and even 
expected, that this trend will continue locally as commuters desire to seek housing, 
work and entertainment close to the stations for ease and convenience of commute. 
One may therefore label the Gautrain and the BRT as the catalysts for urban 
development. 
The land use strategy as defined by the local authorities and Gauteng provincial 
government (GPG) aims to preserve the quality of an area, rejuvenate it and protect 
green space while at the same time increase density and make economic cores of 
the station surrounds.
It appears that the possibility for development has already been noted. An analysis 
of property sales and prices for properties within two kilometres of Gautrain stations, 
between 2000 - 2007 showed an increase in sale price of between 2 - 3% (www.gautrain.
co.za). As such, the need for attractive and desirable development surrounding the 
stations and areas of transport interchange is even more important. 
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the oxford road typology
Despite there being a dominant perception of the essence of Oxford Road (walkability, 
pedestrian-friendly and activity filled), there appears to be no one overriding type 
when it comes to the architecture and built form of Oxford Road. The buildings differ 
in height, use, form and style reinforcing the realisation that there is no standard 
response to the road. This is probably as a result of the changing nature of the ‘strip’ 
- from a street that was  mostly residential in character to a mobility route of retail, 
commercial and business activity.  
It is important that my design intervention stands apart from the chaotic idiosyncrasy 
that is Oxford Road. By doing so, and offering specific and needed activity, the 
intention is to offer order to the ‘strip’ - remedying lack of structure and landmark.
The other most startling realisation of the ‘strip’ is that  there is a significant lack of 
civic buildings along its length. There are no civic buildings along the chosen portion 
of Oxford Road and what public buildings the district offers are concentrated within the 
lower and more quiet parts of the Rosebank suburb. Many would argue that ‘tucking’ 
these buildings away does them a great disservice as users require knowledge and 
signage in order to locate the buildings rather than the buildings themselves acting 
as landmarks and advertisement along the more frequented routes.
3.3 building intervention + site
Site investigationg and user needs have led me to elect for my building intervention 
to be a public information laboratory. A public information building, comprised of a 
tourist information stop, library facility for the technology age, open public space, 
multi-use exhibition hall and rent-generating activities, will satisfy the need for a civic 
building (and open public space) along Oxford Road as well as a building which may 
serve to replace the existing obsolete library in the Rosebank area. The context of 
schools, gallaries and communities highlights the need for a building where people 
may come together (inspite of differances in class, situation and needs) and interact. 
Networking and information exchange are the primary concerns of the information 
laboratory. The building will stand as a landmark and a gateway into the node of 
Rosebank, providing a spirit of place (genius loci) to the locale.
The intervention will be treated as an intermediate node linking Rosebank and Illovo. 
The placement of the building is crucial; It must relate to the user and being human-
scaled, entice people to walk to and from it (as per Salingaros’ ‘Theory of the Urban 
Web’). Doing so, it will begin to instill the Oxford Road ‘strip’ and its surrounding 
areas with the quality of street culture and the connectivity and linkage it brings the 
site will be in accordance with the issues of movement, integration and continuity. 
The publicness of such a building and its siting will serve to ‘open up’ the edges of 
Rosebank’s urban district.
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site choice
The selected site will need to fulfil set of criteria to be adequate in terms of the 
theories I have studied and my intended design. The criteria are as follows:
The site must:
•	be	located	along	Oxford	Road	and	visible	from	it.
•	to	have	more	potential	than	it	was	filling.
•	relate	to	its	context	and	be	programme	specific.
•	fulfil	the	role	of	intermediate	node	between	Rosebank	and	Illovo.
•	enhance	connectivity	and	linkage	by	being	positioned	at	points	of	intersection	and	
activity.3.28
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The processes of mapping, layering and the composite diagrams (fig 3.22; fig 3.23) 
signify the impression of where the intervention should take place. Testing the criteria 
against possible sites alerted me that the most ideal site for the intervention was the 
wedge of land bordered by Oxford Road to the East, Jellico Road to the South and 
Rosebank Road to the West (fig 3.27).
Being, located along Oxford Road (almost equidistantly between Rosebank and Illovo), 
the site is highly visible to cars and pedestrians along this route and its location at the 
major vehicular intersection of Jellico and Oxford roads marks the public information 
building’s context by tying it to the surrounding schools and galleries.
Not only does this site fulfil the nonnegotiable criteria, it also addresses many other 
positive elements, including:
•	identifying	Jellico	Road	(with	its	galleries,	taxirank	and	schools)	as	the	major	urban	
link between Jan Smuts Avenue (a BRT feeder route) and Oxford Road. 
•	being	located	opposite	Tyrwhitt	Avenue,	the	semi-pedestrianised	road	and	significant	
link into Rosebank and the Zone Shopping Malls (and in time, to the Gautrain 
Station).
•	the	walking	distance	from	site	to	public	transport	where	the	site	lies	within	the	400	
metre/5 minute walking radius from Oxford Roads’ BRT and Gautrain Stations and 
within 800 metres/10 minutes from Illovo’s BRT Station.
•	 the	 corner	 location	 having	 great	 landmark	 potential	 and	 the	 ability	 to	 act	 as	 a	
‘gateway’ into the suburb of Rosebank.
The wedge is made up of seven erfs - a combination of the original three stands 
subdivided	and	is	a	total	of	9337,45	m²	in	area.
chapter	04	
b r i e f  +  p r o g r a m m i n g
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4.1 the role of the library in the digital age
There have been four fundamental information technology changes since the birth of 
man: the ability to write, the substitute of the scroll with codex (books with pages), the 
skill of printing and most recently, electronic communication (the internet) (Darnton 
1998:01).  Each changed has had a significant impact on human life and the way 
people interact, record and communicate with one another. 
The ability to write changed the way man interacted with his past – allowing him to 
record and document history. While the skill of writing, reading and interpretation of 
texts were relegated to scribes, the majority of people were unable to interact with 
texts. It took over four millennia for codex to be invented. Changing from the use of 
the scroll to codex marked an importance in the spread of the written word. Codex 
made production and reproduction of texts a much simpler task. With the spread 
of texts came the dissemination of knowledge and the skills of reading, writing and 
computing. The move to codex was the single most important factor in the spread of 
Christianity. Bibles and religious texts made religion accessible and an integral part 
of popular culture. The next startling shift was that of movable type and the creation 
of the printing press. (1450 AD).  The movable type page setting was much quicker 
and more durable than the printing block (developed by the Chinese in 1045 AD) 
or any other previous printing method. The metal type pieces, which were uniform 
and standard, could be manufactured easily and led to the development of types 
and fonts. This period is marked by the Gutenburg bible – one of the first books to 
be printed in Europe. The high quality, relatively short period manufacture and low 
cost it took to print the book established the superiority and use of movable type and 
marked the beginnings of a mass reading public. The fourth, and last change, was that 
of digital communication. Although the technology dates back to 1969, the internet 
as we know it today, was developed in 1981 by a group of physicists as a mode of 
communication. What began as a restricted means of idea transfer, developed into 
the World Wide Web, the use of search engines and Google’s algorithmic relevance 
system in a mere 25 years (Darnton 1998:01).
Information has never been stable. However, when one considers the increase in the 
rate of change from one fundamental communication shift to another, it is no wonder 
that the traditional role of the library, as storehouse for books, is being questioned. So 
the pressing investigation is: What is the function of the library in the digital age? 
The traditional library dealt with the transaction of knowledge and transmission of 
facts. To mark its importance as a place of learning, it was often located centrally 
within a town, suburb or institution. Its scale and style frequently set it apart from its 
neighbouring built fabric. Information and learning happened within the neo-classical 
walls of the building and between the covers of books. Information was catalogued, 
categorised and accessed though card systems, librarians and archives. The building 
was free of eating, noise, social activity and fun.
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The internet has democratised knowledge and learning. Information is no longer 
restricted to the boundaries of intimidating public libraries and prestigious academic 
facilities; rather it is free and available to anyone who has access to the internet. 
With it, has come the awareness of the shear magnitude of information and the 
acknowledgement that such a quantity could never be contained within the walls of a 
traditional library. The internet offers a setting where information is uncontained and 
endless. It appears that everything and anything we wish to know can be garnered by 
simply typing our query into the search engine of our choice. We Google; we Wikipedia; 
we search and we question. Knowledge is, quite literally, at our fingertips. 
The emergence and integration of information technology caused many to accept 
that the concept of library would become obsolete. Many predicted that a virtual or 
digital library would replace a physical one. In fact, the ease of gathering information 
and the use of the internet as a primary learning tool has done just the opposite. It 
has reinforced the idea of the library as place and as an element which serves a 
crucial social role. Whereas the internet isolates, the library, as a physical place, 
has done just the opposite by providing an institution which promotes interaction, 
communication and dynamic learning.
At its base, the library is a container for research, learning, communication, teaching 
and interaction. The library is an extension of the social realm - It must accommodate 
for new pedagogies, interaction styles and shifting paradigms with technology as 
its catalyst and at its core. The library becomes the ‘place’ (as opposed to ‘space’) 
where people may come together and interact in various ways and on different levels 
that they may not in supermarkets, shopping malls, workplaces or the streets.
Traditionally, library program requirements were developed in response to certain 
elements, such as the number of books to be housed, the number of seats for a 
particular style of study, or the minimum required area for a specific technical support 
function (Bennet 2005: 09). The digital library, with less rigid standards, must develop 
requirements based on other needs. There have been five types of user activity 
identified for the ‘new’ library. These include areas for information seeking, recreation, 
teaching and learning, connection and contemplation (Bennet 2005: 59). The space-
types speak of various needs – some formal, some informal, some requiring screens, 
some open, others public or private. Users may use one or all of the space types and 
each space should be easily accessible and transparent. Obvious and sufficiently 
flexible spaces allow for the library building to have a much greater usable lifespan, 
increasing its sustainability with use and changing technologies (Bennet 2005: 05). 
Architecture is a necessary tool for moulding an appropriate space for the digital 
library.
Resources should create an efficient ‘one-stop shopping experience’ (Bennett 2005: 
03) where users may access e-mail, digitized resources, or special print collections, 
or are reformatting and publishing a paper. The library must offer civic function 
and informal connection while simultaneously provide place for advanced learning 
experience. The power of the library in the information age lies not with the books 
within its walls but with its opportunities for interaction. The ‘new’ library is not a 
museum or a warehouse; it is a living, ever flexible organism. Thus the significance 
of the modern library is its ability to function as ‘place’ and not solely ‘space’ as the 
transient internet is destined to do.
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4.2 programming
Given the plight of the traditional library a new alternative has been proposed. The 
Information Laboratory will follow the precedent of ‘new’ libraries such as the Sendai 
Mediatheque and London’s Idea Stores by providing a mixed accomodation of 
traditional library and other activities. 
There is a need to design flexible spaces which may be closed off depending on 
the needs of the managers and users. In certain cases, some components may be 
open 24 hours, while others only during working hours. Due to security of users and 
library items, one central circulation point is suggested, which may be monitered as 
necessary.
The accomodation schedule will be drawn from the five space- types identified in the 
library for the digital age. These space-types include: information seeking, recreation, 
teaching and learning, connection and contemplation. The nature of them implies a 
certain overlapping of spaces in the brief which will be developed.
The building must be a landmark in the area and aim to act as the symbolic centre or 
‘locus’ of public activity - this will reinforce the importance of the public realm within 
the city while at the same time reinstating and preserving a sense of activity and 
agency along the Oxford Road ‘strip’. 
chapter 05 
p r e c e d e n t
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5.0 introduction to precedent studies
The following precedent studies have, in some way, informed the nature and 
programme of my architectural response to the Information Laboratory. I have included 
a variety of case studies of which, some are technical and relate to programme while 
others are included for inspiration in terms of materiality, connectivity and/or aesthetic 
form.
The initial study took the form of comparative analysis of traditional library buildings, 
which include: 
Viipuri Public Library: Alvar Aalto, 
Exeter Library: Louis. I. Kahn, 
Sendai Mediatheque: Toyo Ito, 
Seattle Central Library: OMA (Rem Koolhaas), 
National Library of South Africa (Pretoria): Jeremie Malan, 
Crawley Library: Penoyre + Prasad Architects 
and the existing Rosebank Public Library. 
Following this, further precedent studies reinterpreted the traditional idea of ‘the 
library’, while others offered design and aesthetic inspiration.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF LIBRARY BUILDINGS
VIPURI MUNICIPAL LIBRARY designed in the regional modernist style by 
Alvar Aalto, was to be the municipal library of Vipuri (in Finland). After World 
War I the area was seceded to the Soviet Union and renamed Vyborg. 
PLANNING:
Upon entering the buiding through double doors, the seminar room is 
accessed to the user’s right while directly infront of the entrance is a staircase 
which leads to the reading room. From the reading area a cicular staircase 
(and book lift) which leads to the main lending area. The lending area is 
comprised of a split level, containing seating and the control desk. Staf 
ofices are located of the first floor, of the main lending area. Stack storage 
and delivery takes place directly below this, between the entrance and 
seminar room. The children’s library may be seen as a separate entity, being 
accessed from the opposite side of the building to the main library.
CONTROL: 
Double doors at entrance for security as control desk located on first floor.
LIGHTING: 
Difuse light into lending and reading areas from skylights.
1927/35VIPURI PUBLIC LIBRARY - VYBORG, RUSSIAALVAR AALTO
(AREA: 3500m²) (AREA: 8270m²)
PHILLIPS EXETER LIBRARY, at Exeter Campus, New Hampshire is a 
monumental modernist library designed by Louis. I. Kahn. The library has a 
shelf capacity of 250 000 on nine levels, five of which show in the elevation.
PLANNING:
The building is free of facade with an arcade circulating it. Upon entering the 
building, the main stairs are located directly infront of the user. On al floors 
(except basement storage floors) the building is divided verticaly and 
horizontaly into three components: the reading atrium in the centre, the 
bookstacks and the study area/carels located on the periphery of the 
building. The ground floor houses periodicals and curent reading, while the 
first floor contains the control desk, catalogue and staf ofices. Upper floors 
included seminar rooms, computer labs, exhibition rooms, video viewing 
area, lounges and roof garden.
CONTROL: 
Control desk located on first floor.
LIGHTING: 
Large expanse of light on North and West facades, clerestory windows.
EXETER LIBRARY - NEW HAMPSHINE, USA
LOUIS. I. KAHN1965/72
The SENDAI MEDIATHEQUE is a cultural public facility with the intent to 
get people to exchange information and interact with al knowledge 
sources.
PLANNING:
There are nine floors to the building, including two basements for book 
storage and parking. The ground floor, entered from Jyo-zenji Avenue is a 
public plaza with cafe and shop. The structural tubes transport users, via 
lifts and stairs, to the upper floors. There are three floors of lending areas 
(for books and visual/audio material) each with their own control desk. 
Interspersed with these areas are reading spaces, study points, computer 
search and a childrens library. Floors five and six contain galery space 
and appropriate storage. The top most floor contains studios, a dedicated 
art library and a theatre.
CONTROL: 
Control desks on al floors. Ground floor contains surveilence room.
LIGHTING: 
Al-round glass facades, tubes act as lightwels into the building.
(AREA: 21680m²)
1994/01SENDAI MEDIATHEQUE (SMT) - SENDAI, JAPANTOYO ITO
the SEATTLE CENTRAL LIBRARY aims to create a civic space for the 
circulation and exchange of knowledge in al media. The library can hold 
1.45 milion books.
PLANNING:
The accomodation is housed on 11 floors as wel as a basement for 
underground parking. The accomodation was separated into 5 categories: 
parking, staf, meeting, spiral book stacks and headquarters. Interstitial 
programe (childrens books, lounge, reading area, mixing chamber) fited 
between the fixed accomodation categories. Access to the building is at 
two levels to accomodate for the slope on the site and circulation takes 
place via escalators, elevators, stairs and ramps. The book stack floors are 
designed as one continuous ramp so as not to divide the refrencing 
system.
CONTROL: 
Control desks, checkout and surveilence on al floors. 
LIGHTING: 
Al-round glass facades. Light wel from 4th to 11th floors.
(AREA: 34000m²)
SEATTLE CENTRAL LIBRARY - SEATTLE, USA
OMA (REM KOOLHAAS)1999/04
the NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SOUTH AFRICA (PRETORIA) unifies five 
existing libraries into a central building in the Pretoria CBD and can hold 
up to 3 milion items (including books, journals and electronic materials).
PLANNING:
Access to the building is gained by ramps and stairways that lead the user 
to an elevated public square at its north-east corner. Main entrance takes 
place of the square. Vertical circulation is placed centraly to connect the 
four floors of the library. The entrance level (ground floor) is one of most 
activity with lending/reading rooms, map library, reception and service 
lobby. Below that, the lower ground floor houses parking and book storage. 
The upper floors contain curent and future lending rooms as wel as staf 
ofices and additional reading areas. The library can seat 1300 users at 
one time. Books are kept at 18 and 50% humidity.
CONTROL: 
Checkout at al lending areas. Security room. 
LIGHTING: 
Natural lighting from skylights.
(AREA: 33000m²)
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SOUTH AFRICA (PTA)
JEREMIE MALAN ARCHITECTS1995/09
the CRAWLEY PUBLIC LENDING LIBRARY stands in its landscape as a 
sculpture that may be viewed from al sides. The building uses principles of 
sustainability and curently contains 90 000 items.
PLANNING:
The building is planned over three floors. Vertical circulation takes place in 
the form of a ribbon staircase which runs central to the building. The 
ground floor contains a cofee shop, audio-visual lending library, media 
library, computers for searching the catalogue, children’s library and print 
area. The first floor contains the bulk of the library lending area and also 
ofers study space, reading areas, an IT training suite and 
exhibition/lecture rooms. The top most floor contains the reference, 
microfiche and history libraries, a video screen and additional study area. 
Sustainable elements include ventilation, heating and shading solutions.
CONTROL: 
Information desks on al floors. Principal ‘help point’ on ground floor.
LIGHTING: 
Daylight from windows.
(AREA: 2560m²)
1998 CRAWLEY LIBRARY, WEST SUSSEX, UKPENOYRE + PRASAD ARCHITECTS
ROSEBANK LIBRARY, JOHANNESBURG, SA
the ROSEBANK PUBLIC LIBRARY is a single storey public amenity 
building which sits adjacent to a park within the suburb of Rosebank. The 
library was designed to serve the suburb’s community.
PLANNING:
The smal suburban library, which has already been extended, was built to 
serve the large residential component of Rosebank. The building is a 
single storey structure with single (and disabled friendly) access. Upon 
entering the double door entrance (of the extension) the user is confronted 
with the checkout and information desk within the adult lending area. The 
reference section seperates the children’s library from the adult section. 
The reference section contains tables and chairs for study and reading 
use. The children’s library is located, with the staf ofices and a clinic 
(accessed separately), in the original part of the building.
CONTROL: 
Checkour desks and single entrance into the building.
LIGHTING: 
Daylight from windows.
xxxx C O N C L U S I O N
LOCATION:
Most successful public buildings are located along a major road or busy intersection. This 
may be seen in the National Library of South Africa (PTA) as wel as the Sendai 
Mediatheque and the Seatle Library.
TECHNOLOGY:
Based on information and knowledge exchange, libraries have a responsibility to keep 
up-to-date with changing technologies and be able to archive as wel as ofer new ways 
of gathering and accessing information. Libraries such as the Sendai Mediatheque were 
designed with new technologies in mind, while older libraries, such as the Exeter Library 
have adapted by including the new technologies within the oringinal building.
PLANNING:
Lending sections often ofer heirarchy of space and emphasise the ‘book’ as a symbol. 
Aalto’s Vipuri Library expresses this in the split levels. Checkout desks must 
communicate visualy to the lending and reading areas of the library to ensure the safety 
of the records.
Reading areas, although more comfortable as part of the lending section (as seen in the 
Sendai Mediatheque, Crawley Library and the National Library (PTA) may also function 
separately (Seatle Library). Reading areas on periphery of the building benefit from 
natural daylighting.
The children’s library may function on its own or as part of the building. It is important to 
consider noise and story-teling areas.
Delivery areas should be adjacent to the storage area with clear circulation (horizontaly 
or verticaly). The storage area should include space for labeling, unpacking and 
cataloguing of new items.
CONTROL: 
Few entry points, surveilance from checkout/control desks.
LIGHTING: 
Daylight from windows, difuse light from above (Vipuri Library), projected roof 
overhangs to prevent glare.
precedent study 02: sendai mediatheque 2001 (toyo ito)
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The original brief for the Sendai Mediatheque was ‘a new civic building type for an 
information-hungry time’ (Pollock 2001:190). The result was the reinterpretation of 
the traditional ‘library’ as a static store of books into a ‘public information centre’ 
which has become the stage for the collection and exchange of information whether 
electronic, digital, visual, and/or printed.
Located in the centre of Sendai, on a 4000m² site, the building’s main entrance 
opens on to Jozenji Avenue, a high-traffic, tree-lined boulevard. Being a relatively 
compact site, planning and efficiency of the building was of utmost importance. This 
was achieved in two ways: Firstly, the radical structural system with its seemingly 
haphazardly placed load bearing steel tubes and ‘waffle’ slabs freed the building from 
a rigid structure and allowed for free and flexible space. Secondly, the planning itself 
which see’s each floor acquiring a singular use and the programme of the building 
being ‘stacked’ one on top of the other. This assists with the legibility of the building, 
but also stops the building from being tied down to one use and allows for adaptability 
to the users needs. 
Custom-made furniture was designed for each floor to act as non-physcial walls to 
break up space or programme. The furniture also adds identity to each space and 
aids in the ‘reading’ and functioning of the building directing people around spaces 
and sequencing their movement through the mediatheque.
Legibility, as a theme which runs throughout the building, is continued in the elevations 
with the layering or ‘stacking’ of floors being visible from the exterior.
The building is successful and this could be due to several facts: The building caters to 
all people, regardless of disability, language or culture; Its form, flexibility and function 
marks a clear distinction from traditional library types; Flexibility, legibility and clarity 
allow for ease of use and networking between users and the stacking programme of 
the building.images from Architectural Record 2001
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relevance to my thesis:
The elements that I will take into my design will include: the ideas of flexibility, 
accessibility and clarity of planning which will help to design a more ‘time-appropriate’ 
library type which acknowledges new information modes. Branding and colour to 
reinvent the concept of the ‘library’.
ground floor 01 02 03 04 05 06
precedent study 03: jewish museum: extension to the berlin 
museum 1992 (daniel libeskind)
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images from Libeskind El Croquis
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Libeskind’s 10 000m² extension to the Berlin Museum is often referred to as ‘Between 
the Lines’. ‘Lines’ are a major theme in Libeskind’s work, not least within the Jewish 
Museum where the architect describes the work through his use of lines as a matrix 
of connections between Jewish tradition and German culture which manifests itself 
as the movement sequence one takes through the building. 
Physically the lines represent organisation and relationship; the building is, at its 
simplest, two lines, one straight, light and fragmented; a discontinuous void. The 
other imposing, twisted and continuous. The two entities develop programmatically 
but never completely; always separate, limited and restrictive. The lines in the Jewish 
Museum are lines of movement. They have architectural properties (of space, 
programme and intention) and are kinetic and organisational.
Three subterranean lines lead to three conclusions: the Holocaust Void (the dead 
end), the Garden of Exile and Emigration and the link to the existing building with the 
symbolic proclamation of light at the end of the tunnel, the coming together of Jewish/
Berlin history despite the traumatic past. Symbolic themes continue with the void/
solid spaces of the lines with the straight, fragmented line representing loss of Jewish 
heritage and culture and the impossibility of recovering such a loss.
relevance to my thesis:
Principles gained from the Jewish Museum are sequenced (or choreographed) 
pathway lines and the ability to direct movement within the building. Line and 
movement offering legibility to the building. Lines need not be physical, they may be 
visual. The concept of a powerful and important building as a functional sculpture, 
vastly different to its surroundings.
precedent study 04: idea store whitechapel 2005 
(david adjaye)
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precedent study 04: idea store whitechapel 2005 
(david adjaye)
The concept of the Idea Store came into play in 1999 when London’s Tower Hamlet’s 
Council, sent out a survey to its residents. The response from participants was that 
they required a modern, up-to-date, technology-equipped and user-friendly library 
which would provide services and activities other than those of traditional library. 
Other ‘wants’ included extended opening hours and greater independence of the 
user within the facility. 
By making the architecture approachable, exciting and playful, it was hoped that the 
library would attract people foreign to the habit of using libraries and turn them into 
dedicated learners. Locating the libraries in areas of activity meant that they could be 
more conveniently accessed by users and act as self-advertisement. The Whitechapel 
Idea Store is seen to be an extension of the adjacent market with the colour of the 
glazing having been derived from market stalls (“Idea Store Whitechapel” 2007: 24).
The Idea Stores, having grown out of the user’s needs, are models of what a modern 
library, functioning in the digital age, should be. 
In the Whitechapel Idea Store, architect David Adjaye, has used transparency and 
openness (whether in the use of materials or form itself) extensively. These themes 
are central to the design of the building. The idea is that people will be more inclined 
to visit a building which is open and approachable rather than intimidating and static 
(as in the case of the traditional municipal library). The planning of the building is 
neither rigid or inflexible, rather it allows the user to interact with the building as much 
or as little as he/she likes. Adaptability and free-space are as a result of flexible 
planning. The use of colour, materials and signage help to rebrand the library as 
modern and fun.
The Idea Store concept considers the ‘new’ library to have a far more important social 
role than the traditional library does. By incorporating functions of cafe, internet cafe, 
learning courses and events, the Idea Store has managed to appeal to a far greater 
audience and extend the boundaries of learning and information exchange (“Idea 
Store Whitechapel” 2007: 74). images from Architecture + Urbanism November 2007
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relevance to my thesis:
Transparency of design and planning as well as materials and function are to be 
included in my design. Self-advertising, colour and branding are important for the 
building to become a ‘place’ as opposed to ‘space’. Providing ‘other’ activities and 
facilities to the library environment and providing for the digital-age. Free movement 
of users within flexible, adaptable space.
precedent study 05: circa gallery 2009 
(studioMAS Architecture + Urban Design)
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precedent study 05: circa gallery 2009 
(studioMAS Architecture + Urban Design)
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The  Circa Galley is a free-  standing extension to the existing Everard Read Gallery 
in Rosebank, Johannesburg. The extension is bordered by Jan Smuts Avenue, 
Jellico Avenue and Keyes Avenue. The building, which is designed for large artworks, 
houses an exhibition space, business lounge, offices, storage and roof bar.
The oval shape of the building offers most floor area for the narrow site. The building 
is largely self-sufficient, using sustainable, green principles. Circa is clad in aluminium 
fins which offer views and glances through the building.
Although the building is privately owned, it has a very important civic function by 
embracing public movement (in rejecting fences or gates) in and around the building. 
The building gives back to the street by providing a bus stop along the Jan Smuts 
edge - the major BRT and Gautrain feeder route. It acknowledges and provides 
security through level changes rather than unsightly and unpleasant connotations 
that a physical boundary might imply. A strong link - using urban principles - that 
merges the existing gallery with its extension. ‘Woonerf’ elements, planting and street 
furniture have been utilised to achieve this.
relevance to my thesis:
Being sited on the opposite length of Jellico road to my intervention, there lies 
the possibility to creating a strong link between Circa and my thesis design, the 
Information Lab. Similarities of private ownership versus public function will also be 
taken into account. Sightlines and views are other elements I will be using in my 
building design.a, b, c: images courtesy of studioMAS 
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chapter 06 
design
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6.1 introduction to design
The following chapter documents my design process. The move from theory to design 
and the exploration into a design and building making abstract ideas tangible. 
The procedure began with an initial concept that was translated into a design. Internal 
dialogue of testing, stretching, criticizing redirected my thought processes into a 
completely new design I thought more appropriate. The move from the initial design, 
the design progression and the fixing of a final intervention was most significant in 
this process and as such I have included and demonstrated it.
The chapter is divided into three sections: the initial idea and design, the design 
development and the final design intervention (which will include the finalised 
drawings).
fig 6.1
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6.2 initial design idea
My initial design attempt at the Information Laboratory looked at the building as 
two catchment areas: the laboratory itself and a public open space in front. The 
triangular shape - inspired by the site - would draw users into the catchment areas 
by acting as an extension to the Jellico Avenue pavement. Users would thus have 
the opportunity to ‘window shop’ the building before moving in and to use the public 
space independently of the information laboratory. 
Triangulating the building resulted in a definite ‘back’ and ‘front’ to the building. It 
was decided that the ‘back’ would accommodate servicing, circulation, parking and 
‘drop off’ areas while the glazed public ‘front’ would be open, inviting and enticing 
users into the building. Thicker walls along the spine would accommodate servicing 
and ducting. The building was designed to ‘hug’ the public space in front, making it 
comfortable by enclosing it slightly and offering a degree of noise, wind and pedestrian 
protection. The concept of ‘spine’ and ‘front’ of the building meant that there would be 
a horizontal public-private gradient. It was decided that this gradient should also work 
vertically with the most public spaces on the ground floor and more private spaces 
within the upper floors. The accommodation was arranged appropriately. 
Glazing along the majority of the southern facade allowed views in and out of the 
building while strategically placed ‘pop out’ glass boxes allowed accommodation 
to spill outside of the envelope of the building - Emphasising its importance as an 
element in the library for the digital age. These boxes included areas such as the 
restaurant, reading/study carrels, children’s area and lounges. Most noticeably, the 
extruded triangular auditorium, is removed from the bulk of the building. Symbolically 
it highlights the importance of learning and knowledge exchange in the modern 
library  while also being an attractive rent generating element. Architecturally it is 
an extension of the playfulness that is inherent in the bulk of the public information 
laboratory. Other forms and containers of programme extend out from the building 
gesturing to Oxford Road. The entrance canopy epitomises this ‘stretching out’ 
towards Oxford Road.fig 6.1
01: Building and Public Open Space as catchment area 02: Triangular building with ‘back and ‘front’ - 
‘front’ enveloping public open space
03: Building ‘back’/’spine’ for servicing, parking entrance, 
‘drop off’ and ducting
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04: Building as extension to Jellico Avenue pavement, 
enticing users into the building
05: ‘Pop-out’ boxes for views and programme emphasis 06: Building gestures towards activity intense Oxford 
Road with canopy, ‘pop-out’ boxes, forms and programme
fig 6.2
level 00
fig 6.3
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level +01
level +02
level +03
level +04
level +05
fig 6.3 fig 6.4
fig 6.5
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fig 6.5
Reviewing the design, I decided that although there were certain elements that I 
liked, the design was not fully satisfying the requirements of an information laboratory 
situated in Rosebank. The building was poorly orientated, with the result that the 
dynamic, activity-filled public space imagined would have in reality been cold and 
uncomfortable and the building failed to interact with Jellico Avenue. The sculptural 
shape of the building, while interesting and fulfilling the role of landmark, made planning 
of the library facilities overly complicated and there were many issues posed with fire 
and emergency escapes. The library, at its core, is a simple building - a warehouse 
for books - planning therefore should reflect this and be straightforward, informed 
and able to work as a part within a larger system. The design worked against this 
fundamental issue, complicating the system through excessive agglomeration.
Although invested in the project, it was decided that instead of force-fitting a solution 
on to the design, I should draw out the successful elements and begin to redesign 
going back to first principles. A new process-orientated design method was adopted 
in favour of a product-driven mode. 
Elements identified to be ‘worth keeping’ were: playfulness, gesturing towards Oxford 
Road, public-private gradients and stacking of programme.
6.3 design development
Redesigning saw a turn backward to first principles. I knew that I wanted the ‘new’ 
design to address the issues that the ‘old’ one fail to do: dialogue between building and 
street; orientation for maximum sunlight in public open space; simplicity in planning.
Orientating the public open space towards the light meant that it would be obscured 
by the building. As such, I wished to give the user (approaching from Jellico Avenue 
and Oxford Road) views to the open ‘park-like’ space to alert the user to such a 
space. I achieved this by slicing through the building. The slicing lines intersect at 
a point and it is my intention that the viewer should get different perspectives of the 
same thing as s/he moves past the building, and thus past the ‘slices’.The initial 
redesign took on the shape of the ‘old’ design and I soon found similar planning and 
organisation issues within it. 
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fig 6.6
fig 6.7
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Once the sight lines (that would become the ‘slices’ through the building) were fixed, I 
was able to place the building’s three cores: a main circulation core and two fire escape 
cores (at opposite ends of the building). The circulation core, which is cyclindrical in 
shape, was placed just off centre lengthwise, where it least intruded on the floors and 
was able to gesture towards Oxford Road - pushing through to the top of the building, 
acting as a beacon of sorts and a gateway into Rosebank.
The rectangular shape assumed by the upper floors is most efficient for the planning 
of bookstacks and allows for flexibility and the possibility of adaptation. Organisation 
was resolved by considering the solid-void, core-programme or served-servant space 
relationships as well as the idea that a user of a building should have a clear view of 
where s/he is headed and from where s/he has come.
Building to the street edge of Jellico Avenue  not only deals with issues of accessibility, 
economic viability and walkability but also becomes the mediation between what is 
urban - Rosebank to the South - and what is suburban - residential zone of Dunkeld 
to the North. 
Having the fundamentals fixed, I was then able to explore and evolve the building in 
macro and micro scales.fig 6.8 Design process: sightlines, cores, functioning and planningfig 6.7
02: Orientating intervention to best take advantage of the 
daylight and sun angles.
03: The building should be legible, accessible and ordered in 
plan as well as in elevation and section where the user should 
be able to ‘read’ the building.
01: Building acting to dissolve urban boundaries and 
discrepancies in height, style and form between urban 
Rosebank (to the South) and suburban Dunkeld (to the North).
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6.4 design intervention - concepts as the generator of form
Learning from the first design attempt, chosen concepts (pertaining to building, site 
and use - physical and abstract qualities) were highlighted in an attempt to generate 
suitable and appropriate form for the ‘information laboratory’.
04: Building to the street edge to create dialogue between 
the street and the building. Also building as mediator between 
urbanity and suburbia.
05: Sightlines give glimpses through the building; varying 
perspectives as users pass by the intervention whether on foot 
or by car.
06: Mass of building raised above ground level, allowing for 
permeability on this most public plan. Slices through building to 
public space behind reinforce the idea of permeability. 
fig 6.9
Traditional library building programme. ‘Information laboratory’/library in the digital age stacked 
programme.
Programme rearranged and restacked for improved 
legibility and functioning.
fig 6.10 Programme (and comparative space requirements) for information laboratory
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Building lifted to free up ground plane and allow for 
increased permeability into public green space behind.
Three cores: Circulation and fire/emergancy escape stairs. Emphasis on informal interaction and social spaces in 
horizontal and vertical planes.
fig 6.11
fig 6.12
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fig 6.12
fig 6.13
fig 6.14
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design intervention - the open space
The open space that is located to the North of the Information Laboratory is designed 
to be an extension of the building - in use and form. The park-like space was 
conceptualised by using the same brief as the building; it needed to cater for the five 
space types: information seeking, recreation, teaching and learning, connection and 
contemplation.
Within the space one is able to see that the sight lines, which gave rise to slices 
through the building, have materialised as movement pathways which lead the 
user to the focal point of the open space - an outdoor screen for viewing films or  a 
backdrop to other activities. The rest of the space has been divided into soft and 
hard spaces. The combination of the two allows for the space to be broken down into 
smaller areas; some ‘piazza-like’ in nature, others park and garden-like. A major park 
space, large enough to accomodate sport, learning or market activities, is located 
to the west of the space adjacent to the facility’s restaurant. The restaurant, along 
the North-West edge of the site activates the area. The hard spaces incorporate an 
element of robustness which is necessary for a public space and will require less 
maintenance than the soft areas. Anchor facilities (the restaurant and the intersection 
point of the screen) create dynamism and active tension within the space. Paving 
mirrors the building elevation, conjuring up images and ideas of the reflective pond 
traditionally associated with civic buildings.fig 6.14 fig 6.15
the design
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fig 6.16
Playfulness, legibility and connectivity are themes expressed throughout the building’s 
design. Open and flexible floor plans allow for social interaction to occur horizontally, 
while ‘special’ hollowed out entities - the triple story library area and the fifth floor 
‘forest’ - allow for vertical connectivity. Other ‘connection’ spaces include the shaded 
canopy spaces of the building and most of the ground floor. These spaces embody 
the meaning of a ‘library in the digital age’, being connectivity, interaction and most of 
all, information and knowledge exchange. These areas may be read from the facade, 
either as ‘pop-out boxes’ that break the boundary of the facade or they may reveal 
themselves by the placing of the colourful sun-shading panels on the north facade.
It was important that the building be able to be ‘read’ from the inside and out and 
each facade expressed this. The building is designed to be simple in materiality; 
the majority of it is composed of concrete and glass. The introduction of contrasting 
materials (the colourful panels on the north facade) highlight aspects of the building.
The southern facade, the Jellico Avenue street edge, is comprised of transparent, 
translucent and opaque panes of glass. The different finishes suggest what happens 
within the building while also concealing the more private programme. As the main 
approach to the building, I wanted for the facade to be mostly transparent, hence the 
extensive use of glass so that it may act as its own advertising by illustrating what 
goes on inside the building. The southern facade contains the majority of the ‘pop-
out’ boxes, each announcing various information related activities.
The North facade, which faces onto the park, truly expresses the ideas of playfulness. 
The facade is comprised of many various coloured panels. They panels are 
multifunctional in that they are not only aesthetic elements but also serve to protect 
the northern facade from the harsh sun. The colours and positioning of the panels 
relate to the programme behind them, making the building legible to the users in the 
open urban space. 
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site planfig 6.17
The West and East glass facades are concealed by the roof which wraps down 
the sides on the building to protect them from sun exposure. The roof element is 
punctured with portholes of two types and sizes. The amount of each and spacing of 
them relate directly to the variable number of people (adults and children) within the 
building at that level and the type of programme that is happening at that point. 
The building rejects the conventional idea of a one-way dialogue between user 
and building. The information laboratory engages with its surrounds and is deeply 
connected with its context. On both the West and East facades the building stretches 
out by the use of canopies. The canopies respond to their immediate surrounds. 
The western canopy, much shorter, acts as protection for the outdoor section of 
the restaurant while the top edge of it folds over to offer a plane on to which news, 
advertising or current events may be viewed by the taxi users opposite. This offers 
interaction beyond the site boundaries. The eastern edge is dealt with in a different 
way. Oxford road being situated to the point of this edge, the building stretches out in 
a long canopy which gestures toward the street so that it may alert the Oxford Road 
users to the building’s whereabouts. The large overhang offers a place of protection 
during a rainstorm or an attractive place to wait for the BRT feeder buses. The same 
canopy folds up at its termination, where it will then provide space for advertising or 
billboards. This facade directs its messages to the motorist and traveller along Oxford 
Road, in contrast to the eastern facade which relates mainly to pedestrian traffic. 
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level -01: parking, service, delivery
-870
fig 6.18
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+1 850
fig 6.19
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+11 200fig 6.20
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+18 000fig 6.21

design | 0169+22 250
fig 6.22
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fig 6.23
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+28 370fig 6.24
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+33 470fig 6.25
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+38 470fig 6.26
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fig 6.27
fig 6.28
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fig 6.28 fig 6.29
fig 6.30
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fig 6.30 fig 6.31
fig 6.32
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fig 6.32 fig 6.33
fig 6.34
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fig 6.34 fig 6.35
fig 6.36
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conclusion
The goal of reconstructing meaningful place within Rosebank and along Oxford Road 
was of prime importance in this thesis. Genius loci comes about when a comfortable, 
attractive and necessary space is provided where it once was lacking. The space must 
reflect the quality and excegences of the time. The information laboratory provides 
the missing stitch within the urban thread which is Oxford Road. It provides this in 
physical and abstract respects. It is a building which has grown out of extensive 
study, research and intuition. 
By discovering what Oxford Road (with its planned transport network) ‘wants to be’, the building design (within the 
thread) is apposite in a manner that is exciting, appropriate and practical relative to commuters, residents and users of 
the road.
r e f e r e n c e s
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